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«

VOL. XL— NO.

HOLLAND,

2<i.

MICH.,

EENGS, I). R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Med*
iVl iclues.Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and PerIlf

She §wH»nd[ Situ
A

gcivss.

rnmsrles. River street.
Dealer in Drugs, Medlclnes Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Den BERo’sFamily.Medicines; Eighth St.

__

V

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

HEBEK, Druggist* Pharmacist; a
HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN. \f7ALSH
VV
stock of goods appertaining
the busfull

OFFICE: VAN LANDEGEND’B BLOCK.

lucss.

to

__

^ bushel .................
8 J5J&
Beans, V bushel ............ “
Butter, V lb ...................
Eggs, V doEcn ....................

furniture.

H.

Honey,

lb .............. ......
ton..
\f EYEH, H. & CO., Dealers In all kinds of Fur- Onions, |1 bushels .......
niture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Potatoes,bushel ................
PictnreFrames.etc.:
River street.
Timothy Seed, II bushel ......... .

ROGERS.

IH

Terms of Subscription:
and $2.00

\Ti __________
________
Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps,
Flour, Provisions, etc. ; River st.
Corn,

V

if

six months.

Hotel*.

T0B PRINTING Promptly aji Neatly ErateH.

rtITY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers & Sons, Pro\J prietors.The only first-classHotel in the

city. Is located In the business center of the town,
and has one of the largestand best satnnle rooms
One squire of ten lines, (nonpareil,)75 cents for In the State. Free bus in connection with the Hotel. Holland,
10-ly
first Insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent
nsertlon for any period under three mouthe.
13UCENIX HOTEL. Ryder & Coffee, proprietors.
Located near the Chi. & W. Mich. R’y depot,
3 M. | 6 M. 1 1 T.
3 50
8 00 has good facilities for the travelingpublic,and Its
5 00
1 Square ................
8 00 10 00 table is unsurpassed.Free Hock for accommoda.................. 5 00
8 00 10 00 17 60 tion of guests. Holland, Mich.
................
Column ................. 10 00 17 00 25 00
COTT’
Wm. J. Scott, proprietor.
................. 17 00 25 00 40 00
This hotel Is locatedon the cor. of Ninth and
................. 25 00 40 00 65 00

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

Mich.

1

“
”

2
3

HOTEL.

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three

Fish sirs., convenientto both depots. Terms,
il.OU per day. Good accommodations can always
se relied

changes.

on.

Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths publishedwhitout charge for subscribets.

Holland,

Limy

Mich.

and

18-ly

Cal* Statin.

QOONE
D

H„ Livery and Sale Stable, Office
and barn on Market
irke street. EverythingfirstAll advertising bills collectable quarterly. class.
An X before the Subscriber’s name will denote
G. J., Livery and Boarding
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX sigstable.Fine rigs and good horses can alnifies that no paper will be continuedafter date.
ways
be
relied on. On Kith street, near Scott’s
D A D I? D may be found on file at Geo.
33-tf
i iLi JjRp. Rowell
Co's News-

TTAVERKATE,

Hotel.
Xl

mrjTa
illlO

&

paper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St.), where
advertising contract* may be made for it in NEW

YORK.

XTIBBELINK,J. H.,

Livery and Sale Stable;
Ninth street, near Market.

il

Xiat Xartiti.

UUTKAU,

Wm. New Meat Market, near corner
c
Eighth and Fish Street. All kinds of aau
sagea constantly on hand.

gail goads.

13

Chicago & West Michigan Railway.
Taking Effect, Sunday Jan.

1882.

15,

From Chicago

From Holland

to

Chicago.

Nl’t Mix- Mall.
Exp. ed.

Mix- Nt’i
Mail.
ed. Exp.

TOWNS.

3 05 7 85 5 00

40 10 10 12 08 East Saugatnck

2 55 7 20 4 45

10 55 10 40 12 20 ....Richmond...

l

12

00 12 15

12

25 12 60 1 10

2 15 5 45 3 55

55 ..Gd. Junction..
.....

0 2 45 ...St. Joseph...12 40 8 05 2 00

2 05

IV

vegetables

;

of meats and
Meat Market on 8th street.

6 00 3 50 ..New Buffalo.. 11 40 1 00 11 55

7 30

m.

5 50 ....Chicago.....
p.

m.

p.

m.

9

00

a. in.

•••

a.

•

m.

9 10
m.

p.

From Grd. Rapids

From Holland to
Grand Rapids.
a m. a.m. p. m.

to
a.

Holland.

m. p.m.

m.

5 20 •8 13 3 25 ....Holland..... 11 45 *9 10 tioio
5 85 9 40 3 35 ....Zeeland ..... 11 35 8 40 9 55
5 57 9 20 3 52 ..Hudsouvllle...11 15 7 40 9 25
6 15 10 00 4 05 ....Grandvlllo...11 80 7 10 9 05
6 35 10 30 4 20 ..Grand Rapids.. 10 45 6 35 8 45
a.

m. p.m.

On Sunda. morning
Holland

ib

'

!

.”

!

!

.*

’

.'

'.

.’

Pearf'BarK,' '<p 100
Rye W bush .....................
Corn Meal ^ 100 lbs ..............
Fine Corn Meal V W0 lbs .........

estateconsisting of their stock In trade; that outside parties coming Into our city, should pay a
licenseto sell their goods, and therebycontribute
In that way towards paying the taxes of keeping
our streetsIn repair.—Accepted.

2

:3Q

a.

m.

a.

m. p.m.

‘

the Night Expressleaves
and arrivesin Grand Rapids
ipM 4:10 a.m.

• ‘

MUSKEGON BRANCH.

“
“

_

Known

“

Have you Ever
any person to be seriously

body

such a wonderfullydelicate piece

claims to the contrary notwithstanding—
is

so

little

understood by even the most

one to medical
man who may he as ignor-

studious, that to entrust
treatment by a

ant as a horse, is about as great folly as

would be the jumping off Niagara Falls.
Id the vast majority of cases, too, that arc

brought to our notice, the diseases are of
the simplest character, and can be treated

by the home physician
other. But

as

well

ye

by any

as

if a city physician is

desirable,there

thought

always those that are

known and are as skillful as physicians can be, but who would not advertise
their business in circulars for a mint of
money. Well establishedphysiciansdo
not have to resort to any such means to
get practice.They have all they can do
well

“
“

“

Adopted and warrantsordered Issned on the
City Treasurer for the severalamounts.

sheerest of nonsense. It
positive

ill

good health?

is

the result of a

knowledge that a doctor who

.

Parker’s

MESSAGE FBOM THE MATOB.
DAUELS, VAN PUTTEN & CO., Proprietors Ginger Tonic regulatesthese important Gentlemen of the Conned:
On the 1st Inst., I received a letter from Mr. R.
of Ptugger Mills: Steam Saw and Flour organs, makes the blood rich and pure, and
Kanters, stating that he did not Intend to renew
Mills.) near foot of 8th atreet.
strengthens every part of the system. See the lease for the rooms now occupied by Columbia
Y7AN RAALTE, B. dealer In Farm Implements
Fire Company, No. 2, and that at the expiration of
and Machinery,cor. River and Ninth Street. other column.
the present lease, the city would have to look else-

1

(

V

where. He

TT7ILMS,

P. U. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor10th and River atreets.

Yf

Rotary Public*.

OTEGENQA, A.

P., Justice of the Peace and
Notary Public.Conveyancing done at »hort
notice. Office at his residenceNew Holland,

D

Michigan.

8-1 y

I)EST, R.

B., Physician and Surgeon, can be
found in his onlce, on River street,noxt door
to D. R. Meeugs. drug store, on Tuesdays,Thursdays. aud Saturday!, and the balance of the week
he will treat the Eye aud Ear at No. 132 Monroe
st., Grand Rapids,
6-1

Mich.

IT'REMERS.H., Physician and Surgeon. RealI\. dence on Ninth street, near the cor. of Marstreet. Office one door west of Van Raulte’s
boot and shoe store. Office hours from 8 a. m. to
12 m., and from 6 p.m. to 8
50-ly
ket

p.m.

also stated that In case the council
Do not neglect a Cough or Cold until it desired to purchase a lot for an engine house, he
would sell a lot in ttie Immediate vicinity very
is too late, try Eilert’s Extract of Tar and
cheap. Upon receipt of this communication,I
Wild Cherry, we are sure you will be con- addressed him a note, asking that he make a
written proposition to the council, for a lot with
vinced of its merits, Chronic Coughs, and trom 25 to 40 feet frontage upon Eighth street,
even Consumptives are cured by following stating price, and terms of sale, which he has
done. His lettersI attach herewith, and submit
the directions,every bottle Is warranted them for your consideration,whether In view of
the present condition of affairs, it wonld not he
to give
40-tf ' well for the city to own its Jlnglne House instead
ol renting one. and whether It would not be
Dr. Jnques’ German
Cakes stand cheaper, In the long run. to boild It so that the
second story conld be used for a Council Room.
unrivaled as
medicine. Give Th*fpre«entrental that we are now paying for
Engine and Council room is $200 per annum, this
them a trial. Sold by all Drucgists. 40-tf would more than pay the interest on the investment, and It would seem as if now wonld be a very
Uncle Sam’s Nerve and Bone Liniment favorable time to make tbe Investment, as there
is every Indication that real estatecannot be pnris most efficient in Rheumatism, Bruises, chased much longer at the presentlow prices.
The timely notice given by Mr. Kanters, will give
Burns, Scratches and
other ills intime to investigatethe matter fnlly and make

satisfaction.
Worm
a worm

many

cident

to

_

man aud

Druggists.

_

beast. Sold by

all

whatever arrangement*yon may deem necessary
In the premises.

Chicago he can secure and keep all the
practice he

wants.

His reputation cannot

we

be circumscribed, and certainly

have

all tbe sickness that Is necessary to furnish

an abundant business. Some time since

us

a correspondent wrote

a young

that

medical tramp from Chicago claimed that
he

had cured Innumerable cases of

pul-

monary consumption by cutting through
to the lung

and removing the

parts. The absuridty of such
enough to make even
tive

laugh. Now,

diseased

a claim

a hopeless

was

consump-

if that fellow could

cure consumption, there was no need of
his leaving his

Chicago home and tramp-

ing over the country.

Any

physician that

can cure this dread malady—

whether by

taking the lungs out, washing and scraping them and hanging them on the clothes
line to dry, or

—can

by some reasonable method

have ail tbe cases

he can attend to

40-tf

Very respectfully,
in Chicago,and make more money than
W. H. BEACH, Mayor.
he will know what to do with, in six
When horses and cattle are spiritless, Holland, August 2, 1882.
attend to “calls.”
scraggy and feeble they need treatment —Referred to the committeeon Fire Department months.
COMMUNICATIONS FBOM CITY OFFICERS.
The better way to do in all ordinaryOCHOUTEN, F. J., Physician and Acconcbcr. with Uncle Sam’s Condition Powder. It The Street Commissionerrepmrted for the month
Office at Dr. Schouten’sdrug store. Eighth
cases
is to apply to tbe home physician, no
of
July.—
Filed.
purifiesthe blood, improves the appetite,
4(1 ly.
The Marshal reported on additional number of
difference
what the disease is. We someANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon cures Colds and Distempers,Invigorates sidewalksrepaired and the receipt of the City
Treasurer
for
$86.87
sidewalk
moneys
collected
by
times
receive
inquiries in regard to a ceriVi office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegancounty, the System and keep the Animal in a
him.— Filed.
Mich. Office hours from 12 to 2 p.
26-ly.
Healthy, Handsome Condition. Sold by
The City Treasurerreported for the month of tain line of disreputable, Ignorantline of

OUHIPHORST, L.

Physician and Surgeon
office at the drug store of Schouten A Schepers; is prepared at all times, day or night, to

O

0
street.

m.

_

_

July.— Filed.
The Clerk presented the following llqnor bond
to-wlt:Edward P. Monteitb,as principal, am
TTIGGIN8, B. P. the leading Photographer.GalTHAT HACKING COUGH can be bo quickly Manly D. Howard, and Bernardos Wynhoff. as
lery opposite this
cured by Shiloh'* Cure. We guaranteeIt. Sold sureties.—Referred back with instractlonsthat the
15 30 325 11 45 ....Holland. ... 3 25 10 45 t9 40
by D. K. MecngB.
snretie*mast be residents of tbe City of Holland.
Watohti and Jtvtlrj.
The City Attorneysnbmltted plans for the re3
05
10
05
12
15
...West
Olivo...
(1 00
WILL YOU SUFFER with Dyspepsiaand Liver arrangingand compiling of the city ordinances
1) REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
13 dealer In Fancy Goods; Corner of Market Complaint? Shlloh’B Vltalizer ie guaranteedto Referred to the Com. on Ways and Means.
12 20 ....Bush kill ....
cure you. Sold by D. R. MecngB.
The Chief Engineerof the Fire Department reand EUhth Street.
ported having examined the fire wells In the city,
12 25
*.... 9 5
SLEELPE8S
NIGHTS,
made
mlncrable
by
that
and find tbe following in bad condition, to-wit:
•\X7YKUUY8KN,U„ dealer In Watches,Clocks
Jewelry and Spectacle*, cor. Ninth and terriblecough. Shiloh’s Cure is the remedy for well north of Hummel’stannery, five inches of
6 35 4 15 12 40 ..Grand Haven.. 2 40 9 10 8 40
you.
Sold
by
D.
R.
Meengs.
water; well south of Cappon’stannery, filled with
Cedar street*,Holland,
24-1 y.
tan-bark : well corner of Tenth and Pine streets,
C 50 4 20 12 50 ...Ferrysburg... 2 30 9 00 8 35
CATARRH CURED, health and sweet breath filled with rubbish; well on Pine street, sonth of
secured by Shiloh’s catarrh Remedy. Price, 50 Third Chnrch,filled with rubbish; well corner of
7 20 4 50 1 20 ... Muskegon... 2 06 8 15 8 00
cents. Nssal Injectorfree. Sold by D. R. Meengs. River and Thirteenthstreet*, filled with rubbish;
Jtofitticjs.
p.m. a. m. p. m.
m. p. m. p. m.
north of T. Keppel’s covered with brush,
FOR LAME BACK. Side or Chest use Shiloh’s well
making It impossiblefor any fire engine to get
Porous Plaster. Price 25 cents. Sold by D. R. water not of the Mine; drive well on Eighth atreet,
ALLEGAN BRANCH.
I. 0. & o. FMeengs.
From Holland
From Allegan to
oppositeKrnlsenga'sstore, In no conditionfor
Holland.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, IndependentOrder
fire purposes. The Hook and Ladder Company
SHILOH'S
COUGH
and
Consumption
Cure
Is
of
Odd
Fellows,
holds
Its
regular
meetings
at
Odd
a.m.
are also in need of about six ladders,twelve feet
p. m.
a. m. p. m.
ild by ns on
on a guarantee.It cares consumption. In length, with two hooks on one end, *o that
Fellow*
Hall, Holland, Mich., on Tuesday Evening sold
11
45
•5
45
•10 45 3 25
Sold by D. R. Mee
Meengs
of each week
they can be thrown oa to a window-sill and hold
Visiting brothers arecordlally Invited.
5 10
thereon, and capable of snpportlng tbe weight of
11 15 8 49 ........ Fillmore ....... 11 20
SHILOH’S
VITALIZBR
Is
what
yon
need
for
Thos. McMastxb, N. G.
two peraons. The reason for asking tbe aame la
Consumption,
Loss
of
Appetite,
Dizziness
and
William Bumqabtkl, R. 8.
4 55
that there Is no ladder* belonging to the depart11 07
11 85 4 00
all symptous of Dyspepsia. Price 10 and 75 cent*
ment long enough to reach tolho third atone* of
per
bottle.
Sold
by
D.
R.
Meengs.
10 58
our hotel* and by having these small ladders they
4 15
1 00 4 15
F. In A. X.
could be handled eaar from story to story on the
ARaouLABCommanlcation
of
Unity
Lodob,
CROUP,
WHOOPING
COUGH
and
Bronchitis
outside; and* would alao call tbe attention of the
12 45 4 40 ...... ...Allegan ........ 10 80 3 80
No. 191, F. 4 A. M.. will be heldat Masonic Hall immediatelyrelieved by Shiloh’s Core. Sold by
a. m. p.m.
Connell to section 6, of ordinance No. 57, and secp.m. p.m.
Holland,Mich., on Wednesday evening,Ang. D. R. Meengs.
tion 8. of ordinance No. 47, and aak to have the
23,at7o’clock, lharp.
samestrictly enforced.— Referred to the Commit• Mixed
,
H. C. Matrau, W.M.
tee on Fire Department.
Permit No Sttatltutlon.
t Runs daily, all other trains dally except Sun- D. L. Boyd, Sec'v. „
NOTICE*AND INTRODUCTION OY BILLS.
day. All trains ran by Chicago time.
Insist upon obtaining Floreston Cologne.
Aid. Reldsema give notice that at the next meetThe HerculesPowder is still doing its It is pre-eminently superior In permanence ing of the Common Council be would introduca
an ordinance regulating the sale of produce, fruit*,
work of annihilation.Orders are coming and rich delicacy of fragrance.
vegetable*, milk, etc., from door to door.

From Muske;
egoi
to Holland.
p.m. a. in. p.m.

is

of machinery,and medical science-

The Com. on Poor reported presenting the semi
report of the Director of the Poor and knows his business, who is careful and
said committee,recommending $89.80 for the supkidneys? And when these organs are port of the poor, for the 2 weeks ending Angust skillful, need not resort to circular adver16, 1882.— Approved and warrants odered Issued tising for business. If he belongs in
in good condition do you not find their
possesor enjoying

Phrt3p»pi*r.

From Holland to
Muskegon.
a. m. p.m a. m.

whom
human

nothing whatever. Tbe

The following bills were presented for payment:
H.S. Woodruff, repairing sidewalks ........ $ 2 75
R. E. Workman, refreshments for fire dep't
W e cnll tbe attention of ladies to the
July 17, 1882 ............................
8 00
without It, and it is against the inflexible
advertisement in this paper of “Dr. Mar- M. De Feyter, Istquar. sal. as Street Com’sr 75 00
Geo. H. Slpp. 1 months salary as Clerk ..... 29 17 rules of the medical societies for their
” Marshal..K 00
chisi’s Uterine Catholicon.” We have in Ed. Vaupcll,
C. Lnndaal,
” Treasurer22 91 members to advertise In any such way.
our posession indisputable evidence of its
—Allowed and warrantsorderedIssned on the Whenever a physician’s name is being
worth, and we recommend the afflicted to City Treasurer for the several amount*.
thrown around tbe country on a hand bill,
Aid. Ter Vreo here appeared and took his seat.
try it. This remedy differs from quack
he may be set down as a man whom his
naroRTs or standing committees.
nostrums in the following respects: 1st.
The Com. on Streets and Bridges to whom was professional brothers would not call into
It is preparedby a regular physician; 2d. referredthe repairing of Fish street,reported the
consultationupon a sick cat, and when
estimated cost of repairs at about seventy-five
It is not recommended for all diseases, dollars, and recommended that the work be done
doctors themselveB have no confidence in
but only for a particularclass, peculiar to nnder the supervision of the committed on streeta
and bridges, and the street commissioner.—Ac- a physician, It is time for the rest of us to
females; 3d. It is recommendedand used cepted and recommendationadopted.
let him alone. The usual plea of these
Tbe Com. on Claims and Accounts reported
in practice by many physicians, one of
recommending tbe payment of the following bills: advertising humbugs for such lack of apwhom at least is well known to the people Marten Klasscn, siftinggravel .............. $15 00 preciation on the part Of the profession is
Jacob Plulm,
..............20 00
of New Bedford.
47— ly.
R.Van denllurg,teaming “ .............8 75 the other fellows’ Jealousy. This is the

on the City Treasurer for the amounia.

Uaaafaetoriii.XHl*. Shop*, XU.

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.

m.

^100

know

Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper or
and twine; 8th street.

13

On Saturday night the Night express north run*
earlier,leaving Chicago 5 15 p. in., arriving at
Holland 2:20 Sunday morning.

a.

S'ddflng,

they

without a week stomach or inactive liver monthly

yANDERHAAR, U.

Phyilelaat.
a.

1

“

TT’UITE.J..Dealerinallkinds

Bangor. ... 2 00 5 15 3 85

1 50 3 10 2 30 .BentonHarbor.12 50 3 15 2 10

330

—

Holland.

p.m. a. m. n. m.
p.m. a. m. a. m.
tiwo 9 20 11 50 ....Holland ..... 3 25 800 5 15
.10

**

.............
Lancaster Red, $1 bushel
shelled bushel ............
Oats, bushel ......................
50
Buckwheat, $) bushel .............
Bran. A 100 lbs ....................
Feed, IJ ton ......................
V 100 lb .....................

any one

to the conclusion to be treated by

Holland, Mich., June 21, 18N2.
To the HonorableMavor and Cotnmon Council of
the aty of Holland.
Gentlemen: — We the undersigned wish to
donate the lantern in front of our stores,to the
city, providingthe city will furnish the oil, and
light the same.— Accepted and laid upon the table.
A petition was presentedfrom M. Yonkman,
and eighteen others,business men and tax payers
of the city of Holland, asking that an ordinance
be passed regulating the saie of produce, fruit*,
vegetable*, milk, etc., from door to door. In
making this request they think It no more than
justiceto the store keepers, who have to pay a tax
on their real and personal estate,said personal

.

31 “
”

to

red

difficult to sec-

claimingto be a physician, about

seuted the following, to-wlt:

Grain, Feed, Etc.
Wheat, white bushel ........ ....

Otniral Sialsri.

$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1,75 if

paid at

.

MT'. .

Editor and PMlther.

jxiid at three months,

seed, lb .................

is

546.

how any one can bring himself or herself

Holland, Mich., August 2, 1682.
The Common Council met In regular session
and was called to order by the Mayor.
Members present: Aldermen,Beukema, Winter,
Kramer, Kuite, Ueidsema,and tbe Clerk.
Minutes of the two last meetingswere read and
approved.
PRTITIONSAND ACCOUNTS.
Schouten & Schepers, P. A. Kiel*. John Krnlsenga, J. H. Kleklnlvcld, and R. A. Hunt, pre--

Apples.

NO.

perfectly astounding. Il

Common Council

• Produce, Etc.

Clover

WHOLE

5, 1882.

[OYMCtAL.1

Out PatfecK

\TAN PUTTEN, Wm.,

WEEKLYNEWSPAPER.

WILLIAM

SATURDAY, AUGUST

11

TT

all Druggists^

office.

_

. 40-tf

Mich.

to

Alibgan.

trains.

heartlessspecialists, the inquirer evidently
disliking to apply to tbe family or other

reputable physician. But even in such
cases it is better to put ou a bold face and
go under tbe treatment of a physician
will not

who

charge a fortune for undermining

health. The grave yard

is full of the vic-

tims of these specialists. We should prefer to put a bullet through our

head rather

than take their medicines, for io that

we should do quickly what
will usually ultimately

their

do.

way

medicine

If for any

reason there is a lack of confidence in tbe
family pbysicans.cometo the city seek out

a representative physician,and have a
confidentialtalk with

him.

competent man, tbe physician

know

all about you, all about

If

be

will

is a

want to

your habits,

your previous ailments, aud indeed
about your pareuta .

The

all

physician who

making
might about as well ena cure by throwing water

attempts to treat a patient without

such

inquiries

deavor to

effect

against the wind.

If the case happens to he an unusual
one, there is not very much . prospect of
aid from any source. President Garfield
MOTIONS AND BXSOLUTIONS.
in for it from ail parts of the State, for
For bill heads, note heads, letter heads,
died nnder the care of some half dozen
By Aid. Kramer—
blasting stamps and Hones. It's a sure
AUontyi.
doctors who knew no more abont bis case
tags, envelopes; and all kinds Job printftg
Resolved, That the Clerk, every two weeks Issue
go. R. Kanters & Sons are the agents for
an order In favor of W. W. Noble, for lighting th* than a savage in tbe middle of Africa.
JJOWARD, M. D., .OUlm Agent, Attorneyand
in the Roland and English language go to
street
lamps, and report the aame at the following Yet they were amona the best physicians
Ottawa, Allegan, Kent and Muskegon
Notary Public ; River street.
meetingof the Common Connell.— Adopted.
the News Office/
in tbe conntry. And there was recently a
Council adjourned to Wednesday, 7:80 p. in., case in Brooklyn which none of the docTlfOBRIDK, 4 CARROLL, Attorney* at Law, C°UDlie8Augnat 9th, 188.
Important to Traveleri.
Ivl Lcpplg’s Block, Grand Rapids, Michigan.
tors understood. The patient kept failing
GKO. H. 8IPP, CUv Clerk.
Business In Kent, Ottawa and Allegan
’TaIta KJa+Jaa
Special
inducements
are
offered
you
by
gradually and finally advertised,offering a
will be promptly attended
IV

--

to. Counties
9-ly
A
&

OUCB*

handsome reward to any one who would
tell him what his disease was. None
coaid do it At list he died and a post
mortem revealed cancer id tbe stomach!
Verily medical science Is in its infancy.
Bat if the regulars know little, after havFloor and Produce. Hijth*
J3 dealer In Grain,
Gi
eat market price paid for whe*t. Offlc* In
R. A. Hunt. Private parties and families broidery, Braiding, Chains, or Kensington who ia flooding tbe country with circnlars. ing gathered np all the knowledge that
sfiore cor Eighth 4 Fish street*,Holland, Mich. 17
their predecessors possessed, and learning
supplied with Beer promptly,and on short stitch can have it done by calling at the To the editor who is accustomed to remuch from valuable experience,would
Drt|« 0*4 VolldMa.
ceive such inquiries,the rising of confiPhotograph GaHery of
ANTON SEIF,
not the knowledge of the quack be^proper
dence in the hearts of the sick which the
B.P. BIGGINS,
TAOESBURQ, J. O. Dealer in Drugs and MedlProp, of Holland Bmoory.
XJ clnes. Paint* and oUa. Brushes.4c. Phycirculars of these charlatans create, is errU?ura{.
Eighth Str.
Holland, May 24,
18— 8w 22-4
ticlanaprescriptions carefullypat np. Eighth at.
-

Please take notice that

I,

the under* the BurlingtonRoute. It will pay you to

P\r«WorHR.r^^S°r “ U*{

Xtflloil Bcitnos,

1

sleDed, have on h.nd . largo .took of read their advertisement to he found else*
In almost every issue we respond to
Pilsner Lsger Beer, made by myself from where in this
* 52— ly.
Coanliitoa Xirchait.
some
inquiry as to the standing and skill
the best malt and hop. My Beer can be
•qbach.w.h. Commission Merchant, and
Ladies' wishing stamping done for Em of tome notorious or obscure quack doctor
found at the saloons of E. J. Sutton and

issue.

notice.

1882.

w.]

.

^iia tytm,

^olltit|fl

HOLLAND

In a court

CITY. MICHIGAN.

room

in

Dublin a

fired at the Recorder by a
rick,

a son

_

fined $20 for drunkenness

|

;

.

had

and using obscene

language.

THE WETR
Special crop reports are publishedby

.

new

.

“A

by the Chicago, Milwaukee and St Paul system.

The wheat yield shows

a large increase;corn,
two-thirds crop ; oats, immensely
abundant; and rye and barley far above the
a

Indians attacked* wagon train near

THE WAR IN EGYPT.

the strike."

The Guiteau case

Gif ton, N. M., and killed two of the teamsters.

is, it

seems,

to

bo

A terrible story of the atrocitiesat Tantah,

continuedin the Probate Court. A Washington

The teamsters captured a wounded Indian,
scalped him and then roasted him alive. A
dispatch from Lordsburg,N. M., says : “The

Egypt, is related by an escaped eye-witness

dispatch states that “George Scoville has given

“ I saw

notice to Hicks that he intends to contest
Hicks' right to control the body of Guiteau.
Hicks will probablycause a citation upon Heed
to appear at the ProbateCourtand prove the will.
If lie does so, Reed will appear and make oath
that Guiteau was insane when he made the will.
If the will be set aside in this way, Hicks will
have no light to Guiteau’a effects,which will
become the propertyof his brother and sister,
subject to his debts. Scoville may put in a
claim as creditor for legal services to Guiteau,
and Reed may make a similar claim. Whether
Guiteau's body, like his book, is part of the
assets, is disputed. The law seems to attach
no peenniaryvalue to the corpse of a man.
Ordinarily, the law requires the dead man to be
decently buried by his personal representative,
The new directory of Minneapolis and protects, by penalties, his grave from violation,leaving him there to rest m peace."
contains 28,928 names, on which is based a lation- ,eavinK 111111 tliero 1
The statistics prepared by the Kansas
ebum of 76,659 population.

citizens are preparingto take the settlementof
the Indian question into thoir own hands.
secret organization is being formed to wipe out
the Apaches. New Mexico has already over
600. Arizona will furnish more than this number. Globe Citv and the Gila valley already
have over 300. Other sections are orgauiziug
rapidly. The citizens throughout Arizona are
praying for the arrival of Gen. Crook.”....
A Kalamazoo telegram reports that “the wheat
harvest is nearly all finished in the southern
four tiers of counties of Michigan,which furnish 80 per cent of the crop of the entire State.
Indicationsare that the crop will considerably
exceed that of 1880, when the yield of Michigan
was 31,000,000 bushels."

A

THE SOUTH.

State

Coegre^n-a.-Urgem

W

Board of Agricnlturoas to the winter

wheat vield of 1882 in the State show a total of

Capt. John S. Wise, Readjuster can|

8. Crockett, ProsecutingAttorney

the aggregate will be increased to 35,000,000
bushels. The estimated yield of corn is 175,000.000 bushels, but there are good reasons to
believe this estimate to be too low by 15,000,000

of Wythe countv. In an affair of honor near
Christiansburg, Va. Both fired withouteffect
in tbe first round ; in tho second Crockett’s
pistolwent off half-cocked ; in the third Wise’s
weapon missed fire, while Crockett’s bullet went
wide of the mark ; and then everybody was satisfied. and the meeting terminatedmoil agree-

bushels.

For the week ending July 30
number of

on board the river

the

cattle passing up the trail through

Indian Territory was 1,106,700.This

ably to ali concerned.

is

the

largest drive ou record.

steamer

Orleans, caused tho deaths by

scalding and drowning of eight or ten persons,

DOINGS OF CONGRESS.

and the wounding ef many others .... Martin
Becket, who was in jail at Hampton Court
House. Del., for criminallyassaulting a 12year-old white girl, was taken thence by a mob
and lynched.

At Hagerstown, Md., a young
named Jennie Boggs

Harbor

lady

attracted unusual atten-

Recentlysome unknown marauderentered her
apartment and deprived her of the precious
tresses. Illnessset in, and culminated in ner
death. It is supposedshe died of a broken
heart at the loss of her hair.

Cabinet meeting in Washington,

the other day, tbe opinion of Attorney General

assessments

was the chief topic of discussion.The opinion
was accompanied by a letter from Secretary
Folger, expressinghis views. The subject was
generally discussed. The President expressed
his views freely and fully. They were, in sub•tance, that no person in any one ef tbe executive departments decliningto contribute shall
ou that account be subject to discharge or criticism, and no attempt to injure him on this
ground will bo countenanced or tolerated.

The Republicans

of

A

tor loot.

Bedouins, saved tho inhabitants of the Jewish
quarter and took them to his village.Another Sheik saved myself and party. A mob
from Alexandria murdered three employes of
the Cadastreand their families and burnt thoir
bodies with petroleum. The mob kifiod twelve
Greeks. They tied the viscera of one of their
victims to tho tail of a dog and covered him
with petroleum,which was set on fire amidst
cries of joy from women and children. The
mob was * dispersed eight times. FiuaUy
two Sheiks arrived and dispersed it Throe
employes of tho Cadastre who, with
their families, were murdered at Tantah,
defended themselves bravely against their
assailants,many of whom they killed, until the
mob broke in ai the back of the house aud dispatched them." Alexandriadispatches of July
26 state that Omar Lufti, formerlyGovernor of
Alexandria, has been appointedMunster of War
aud Marine in place ot AraLL An officerwho
desertedfrom Arab! stated that, under the protection of a flag of truce, the rebels were constructing fortificationsnear Aboukir,and were
also making formidable preparationsnear Rosetta. The English experiencedmuch trouble in
moving their heavy ordnance, by the use of
which they intended to dislodge Arabi, and
gunners and guns from the fleets were being
sent to the front. A London dispatch announced that England and France had decided
to invite Italy to participate in measures taken
for tho protection of the Suez canal, aud it was
expectedthat England would also invite lUUy
to join in the restoration of order in Egypt.

came up, the questionbeing

,

An attempt was made to surprise the British
outposts at Ramleh on the night of the 26th,

.

Territories. The increase in Iowa h.w been 59
per cent., in Minnesota,99 per ceut., in Dakota
914 percent, in Oregon 114 per cent, tn Washington Territory 109 per cent
The growth in the number of farms has been

maux, were

Delaware nomi-

but it was a signal failure, the Egyptians beat- will long continue to be, for tbe interest of tho

.

.

In

was not an Emperor, and had no palace,
but he lived iu the great communal
dwellingof his tribe, where he- was recognized and served as head. The forests
of Yucatan held no vast cities— cities
whose palaces remain, while the humble
dwellings of the poor have perished—
but only pueblo towns, in whose vast
communal structuresthe rich and poor
alike dwelt. There are questions enough
left unsolved in American archrcology,
no doubt, but the solution of this part
of the problem has now been proposed
in intelligibleterms, at least ; and it has
been rapidly followed up by the accurate
researchesof Morgan and Putnam and
Bandelier.— 7*. IF. Higginson, in Harper's

Magazine.

Women are hereafter to be admitted
to the Universityof Mississippi in all its
departments.

I

.The

THE MARKETS.

|

State Committee of tho Independent Republicans of Pennsylvaniahare formally rejected the
propositions for harmony proposed by the Stalwarts.

W

WASHINGTON.
The Presidenthau

referred a supple

mental petition, bearing 49,000 signatures, from
the Garfield Club of

New York

1

city, asking tho

pardon of SergeantMason, to the Secretaryof
War, together with several other aud similar

1

i

1

j

petitions.

Commissioner Baum reports the encollections of internal-revenue
taxes for
the past fiscal vear— $146,520,273—has been
tire

accounted for and turned into the treasury.

Georoe H. Bethard, who

“

would

have shot Guiteau if ho had been able to borrow & pistol duriug the trial,” was the other

|

ssr

a

ess

i

tsrs.:
£ 5e:=::=::i
of
Suez N"fth

S

49
701
21

ation to Rite burgh was furnished him. with tho
1,975
and Garnet an amount equal to one year’s sal- paBha will provide for the safety
the
I
Carolina ......
u,:u«
underetxndiugthat if he cornea back to Wash- ary. The House confereesrefused to consent Canal so lonir a* Encland will rfinnrt iiaunn. ; Ohio ...................
ington be shall bo again scut to the Washington to the clause, in the genend deficiency appro- traij*.. The5 cotton and wheat crons of F rvnt 0reB°n ........... •••• ••••••••• 1,(125!

S'.'C

.........

Asylum.

GENERAL.
A court

of inquiry finds that Gen.

Sheridan was jnstifiodin relieving Gen. Warren
of his command at the battle of Five Forks.

The Executive Committee of

the
trunk lines have increased the gross rate on
cattle to 60 rents per 100 pounds, on the basis
of Chicago to New York.

Out

of $1,600,000taken by burglars

from tbe vaults of the Northampton (Mass.)

the conferencereport on the River and
bill the House yielded, by 111 to 82.

muDwit.

South Carolina.

Harbor

British Legation (hat England’s action vrithl
regard to Egyptian affairs irritated him ; that
he would do nothing for tiiat country, but
The Senate had a long debate on the Naval , would be observantof the wishes of the powers,
Appropriationbill, at its session on July 27.
i De Lesseps, on learning that the British troopmotion by Mr. Oameron to recommit the : ship Orion intended to land men at Ismailia,
started at once for that point, declaring that
measurewith instructionsto eliminate all general
the English shonld only debark after passing
legislation was defeated by twenty-nine to
over bis dead body and that of his son.
thirty-fonr.This proved an exhausting day’s The French Admiral telegraphed to Pans grave
work, and the measure was flung aside without complaintsabout De Lesseps'behavior. He is

A

action. A new conference on the Japanese
National Bank, nearly 11,300,000has been re- Indemnity bill was ordered. Williamsoffered
covered. After six years, some of the stolen an amendment to tbe Sunday Civil bill to allow
coupon bonds are being placed on the market Charles H. Reed not exceeding $5,000
for his servicesin defending Gniteau, the
in Enrope, victimizing trie bankers.

Attorney General to flx the amount
The Naval Appropriation bill was taken up.
The House passed a bill to place Cbieago among
the classified ports, making the salary of the
Customs Collector $7,000 per annnm, snd al-

said to be in daily communicationwith Arabi
Pasha. The British forces in Egypt have destroyed the fort atGabari and blown up the
large powder magazine at Mekhoron.

Alexandriadispatchesof the

l'st

inst/oport

numerous outrages in the territory dominated

by the tho whites, The Khedive authorized
tho English to occupy the the Suez
canal, while Do Lesseps has been given
Germany lo the Russian Government, gets six lowing a naval officer and surveyor. Mr. Kaa- supervisorypower along its line by Arabi.
years’ imprisonment....Sagasta, the Spanish son reported back the bill to make tfie duty
The conference at Constantinopleterminated
i’rinm Minister,was the recipient of a small on imported hay 20 per rent ad valorem.A
without arriving at any conclusion, owing to
box from Granada, which, npon being opened, joint resolution was passed appropriating tho attitude assumed by tbe Russian representwas found to contain nitro-glyoerine . .Four- $1,600 for memorialoaras to accompany the ative.
teen persons were killed in a riot between rail- address on the life of President Garfield. A
way laborers and peasants at Dombroya, Prov- Senate bill was passed granting to tbe St
Self-loveis the instrument of our
ince of Dolnau, Austria.
Louis aud Sau Fiauciscoiuau tuu ngut Of way preservation; it resembles the provision
Wagner’s new opera, “Paraifol,” was through Choctaw and Chickasaw lauds, au for the perpetuityof mankind; it is necamendment to secure the consent of tbe Inpresentedfor the first time at Beyrouth on the dians being lost Mr. Williamsreported a dis- essary, it is dear to us, it gives us pleas26th of July, and created great enthusiasm. agreementiu the Conference Committee on ure, and we must conceal it.— Voltaire.
lin

Meiling, who was convicted at Berof sellingplans of the coast defeasesof

.

their

North American Indians. Montezuma

1

.

one in

j

nated Albert Curry for Governor and Washington Hastings for Congressman-at-large

essentially

social structure, he holds, however
varying in development. There never
was an Aztec or Maya empire, but only
healthy and nominal. There have been no a league of free tribes, appointing t'aeir
signs of a disposition to hold lands in large
own chiefs, and acceptingthe same genquantiiies except in Californiaaud Northern
eral modes of organization,based on
Dakota, and in the Southwestern Slates and
consanguinity, that have prevailed
Territories,where much of tho laud can only
be used profitablyas cattle-ranges.It is, and among all the more advanced tribes of

people at large that small farming shall be
on Mr. Hale’s amendment to the sugar duty,
generally practicedin this country, aud Urero
gamson at Aboukir,
Aboukir, iH hapifijyno presentreason to fear that there
eighth regiment. The garrison
striking off tho latest addition of 25 per cent,
nnmliering2,000 men, declaredits loyalty U'tba *riiiHoou"be any seriousdeparture from this
which was adopted. Mr. Harris moved to reKhedive,and an Egyptian vessel was tftspatebed CUhtom.
duce duties on all imports 10 per cent, after
totake off tbe men aud spike tbo guns. Arabi
January, and an equal amount at tho comtelegraphedthe Sultan deprecatingthe sendin g
RETAIL LKJUOR TRADE.
munceiueutof the next year. Mark L. Joslyn,
of Woodstock, III, was nominated,by of Turkish troops to Egypt It is believedbe A OnitiiN of thcSalooiiNofthe Country.
the President for Assistant Secretary will, if defeated, destroy Cairo, join the Soudan
and proclaim the independence of
Every place where liquor is sold must
the Interior.
the House, insurgents,
Upper Egypt Tno Khedive can not be indued
the regular order of business was the bill to
have
a federal liceuse. The United
to offer amnesty to the chief rebel officers, to
allow drawback ou imported material used in
induce
them
to desert Arabi Pasha. Tbe center
States Internal Revenue Department
the constructionof vessels for foreign account,
which was recommitted.Mr. Washburn of- of tbe great square at Alexandriawas being makes tnis return of the retail liquor
filled with cafea and booths, and retail trade
fered a resolutionfor a naval conrt of inquiry
trade, showing the number of saloons in
to investigatethe loss of tbe Jeannette. A was reviving.
Dispatchesfrom Alexandria of July 27 state
resolution was adopted to print 300,000 copies
each State and their proportion to popuof the agricultural report. Mr. Page explained that a conflagration
in the native quarter of
lation:
tbe conterencoreport on the River and Harbor
Alexandria, believed to Lave been set by incenbill, to which the House refused to agree by a
i>F.ALi:ns in
diaries.destroyedmany houses. Tho mosques
vote of 82 to 97.
at Mukbebe were occupied almost daily by
pres oners exhortingthe people to take up the
ISM.
Mr. Conger made a favorablereport to the
cause of Araui. Tho latter’s governmentat
Senate, July 2#, on the Deuater bill to regulate
Cairo aunounced that many B.*doum chiefs and
the carrying of passengers by sea. Mr. Halo
the best classes of Moslems were aiding him.
secured the postponement of tho Revenue bill,
Arabi proclaimed that any person found <lii51
t>08
tributiug the Ruedivc’s letter dismissingtne Alalwina .........................
and tho Senate went into committee of the whole
5t
f.3
Adz
iti» ......................... 787
558
ou tho naval appropriation. Mr. Halo showed former from tho Ministry of War would be Arkaiinas ........................
32'
99
that with thirty-ninesteam vesselsin active court-martialed.He also wrote to tbe Sultan, CilifomiH. ......................
I K/'''*' 270
76
service tho Araencan navy has over 1,400 statingtiiat he would oppose with force any Colorado......................... j ‘3.5-n 7J,
235
commissioned officers, while the British navy, Tuikisli iroops dispatchedto Egypt. Admiral Connecticut...................... | ’A®5#: 44'
252
which has over 300 men-of-war, has but 2,700 Hevmour informed the Khedive that England Dakota ..........................
2-29
Delaware .......................
M<Ji
had no intentionof conquering his country,
officers. Mr. Cameron moved to recommit the
5.53
Florida .......................... 1 4K7
but
was
determined
to
suppress
rebellion.
The
612
bill to the Appropriation Committee, with inr.4!
Georgia ..........................
2JU7
House
of
Commons
adopted
tho
motion
for
tho
7(5
4ir>!
structions to eliminate provisionsin regard to
Idaho.
14i
267
•21,524 251
..........
..................
organizationof the navy. Mr. Halo stated Egvtian credit, 275 to 19. In the French UlinoW
7C.|
385)
Uimnitier of Deputies.
Deputies, do
.........................
| ’MW
Da rreycinet
Freycinet Riinoun;cu
announced Indiana
Indiana...
that out of a force of twenty-fivoCommodores Ciianiber
377
.50
that
Turkey
Lad
accepted
the
proiiosals
of
tho
, Iowa ............................
only one was doing actual duty at sea.
897
Knnsas .......................’ 1,13.
**
coulerence
for
her
mterventiou
in
Egypt.
The bill then went over without further action.
IK}'
4:18
Kentucky ........................ ; 3,7(10
Do
Lesseps
undertook
to
prevent
the
entrance
100
Tho President sent to the Senate the name of
20.1
Louisiana ...................
of the British corvette Orion into the Suez
lo;
791
Harrison Allen, of Pennsylvania,to be United
.Maine ..................
...I 82'*
canal, hut Ids protest was set at naught, and
150
293
Maryland .....................
States Marshal for the Territory of Dakota. In
245
19»
the war ship went on her way, her commander Massaclm-etts .................. ] ",'27U
the House, Mr. Pound securedthe passage of a
even omitting the formality of paying the cus- Michigan .......................
’ V^V, 43| 360
bill providing that in all suits for trespass on
:«'.j
811
i '2,5lOi
tomary canai dues. It is said the Orion was Minnesota .....................
public lands the actual expense of survey or
:tr.
654
Mhsjsilnpt........ A ...........j 1,721*1
the bearer of instructions materially modifying
337
estimate shall be includedin tho bill of costs. A
Missouri........................
j M:,h Mi
51
31
joint resolution was passed to authorize the loan the situation at Tort Said.
Montana ........................
I
765
Gladstone announced in tho British Com* Nebraska .......................
! U29 15 487
of tents to Russian refugees in Foote comity,
j 'J55| 15 65
Kaa An act to incorporate the Oregon Short- mons on the 29th ult. that the Turkish Am- Nevada ........................
376
8
Line railway in Utah, Idaho and Wyoming was bassador had sent a communicationto tho New Hampshire ................. | M2|
179
New Jersey ..................... 0,325 CO

of

POLITICAL.

political

and tho rabble fought
Bedouin Sheik, with twenty

peans. The soldiers

was adopted by tho Senate, July 25.
bill

:

carrying, tied to bludgeons,the

ing a hasty retreat under the fire of the Thirty-

tion by the thicknessand length of her hair.

Brewsteron the subject of

bill

women

dismembered arms and legs of fnlssacred Euro-

The conference report on tho River and
The Revenue

cupied by an immense population,and
now remaining only as unexplored ruins
Walker has confessed to the errors of 1870,
generally and specifically,
perhaps it wvH not be amid the forests of Central America.
wise to attach too much importance to the The facts .he saw were confirmed,but
comparisonsmade in this table. •
his impressions must be tested by a
Tho reported increase iu tho number of wholly new interpretation.And, after
farms iu New England was, as might be exall, these various wonders were only to
pected, comparatively slight.In Maine it was
be exchangedfor new marvels, as in8 per cent., in New Hampshire 9 per cent., in
Vermont 5 per cent., in Massachusetts(where teresting as the old ones, aud far more
Gen. Walker points out a probableerror iu tbe intelligibleand coherent.
ceusus of 1870) 45 per cent., in Counecticut20
From the publicationof Lewis H.
per cent., in Rhode Island 16 per cent. The
Morgan’s remarkable essay, entitled
increase in New York was 11 per cent, and in
“Montezuma’s Dinner,” in the North
Pennsylvania23 per cent
The Southern States show a gratifying in- American Review for April, 1876, the
crease, most of which is undoubtedly genuine, new interpretation took a definite form.
in tbo number of farms. In Virginia, where
Tho vast accumulation of facts in regard
tbo negroes have become landholdersin larger
numbers possiblythan any other Southern to the early American rac^s then began
to be classifiedand simplified; and, with
State, the increaso is reported at 63 per cent,
in South Caroliua it is 81 per cent., in Georgia whatever difference of opinion as to de- L
98 per cent, in Mississippi 50 per cent., in tails, the general opinion of scholars T
Louisiana70 per cent Kentucky and Tennesnow inclines to the view which, when
see, where the same causes have not operated
Morgan first urged it, was called startto the same extent, show but 41 per cent, and
ling aud incredible. That view is still a
40 per cent, of increase respectively.
Illinois,Indiana ami Ohio report an increase theory’,as Darwin’s “origin of species ”
of but 26, 20 aud 26 per cent, respectively. is still a theory; but Morgan’s speculaThere has been some breaking up of largo
tions, like Darwin’s, have begun a new
farms in these States by deaths and other
causes, and much swamp and other waste land era for tbe science to which they relate.
has been brought under cultivation. Some of He thinks that there never was a pretbe increase in Illinois also has been due to tbe historic American civilization,properly
sale of railroad lands and tbe cultivation of so called, but only an advanced and
pastures in consequence of the building of
wonderfully- skilled barbarism, or semirailroads.
Tbe greatest increase has been, as was nat- civilizationat the utmost. The aborigural. in the far Northwestern States and the inal races, except perhaps the Esquiwould be very large. Inasmuch as Gen.

owners to introducenon-union workmen as fast
as possible as the most offecUve way to break

average.

An explosion
Fanchon. at New

y

down. The

.

the Chicago papers from the region traversed

a

When

J.

arraigned in the police court at Boston and

At

of

,

,TorfN L. Sullivan, the pugilist,was

John

:

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

He waa born in Philadelphia,

t-nm In Paris.

joined

Mr.

let the earth be

require notice, except in the case of Massachusetts. The figures for this State seem to prove
Importance
the Rediscovered
that the agriculturalstatisticsof 1870 were
Pueblos.
taken very loosely, and that the number of
farms in the State at that time waa greatly unin 1852 Lieut. J. H. Simpson,
derstated.The great increase in the number of
belongingto the several bureaus of the navy.
of
the United States army, gave to the
farms from 1870 to 1889 in the Northern,WestThe House passed the Senate bill making Kanern aud PacificStates and the Territories is of world the first detailed description of
sas City and 8L Joseph ports of delivery, and a
course satisfactorilyexplainedby the rapid set- the vast ruined pueblos of New Mexico,
joint
resolution
providing
for
the
expenditures
Hecker & Co.’s flour mills, in Cherry
tlement of those regions during the past de- and of the other pueblos still occupied,
of tie Governmentto August 2. Mr. Townstreet New York; also the mill of Hanger, send reported back the bill regulating the car- cade. The great increase in the late slave he did not know tiiat he was providing
States, especiallyin the ootton region, is readBeers & Fisher, together with a number of ten- riage of explosive materials on steam passenger
the means for rewriting all the picturily accounted for by tho subdivisionof the
vessels.
The
Senate
aooomplished
nothing
in
ements, were destroyedby fire. The employes
esque tales of the early conquerors.All
Urge
plantations
of
ten and tweuty years ago,
and dwellers in the tenements were compelled the way of legislation on the 29th ulL The by reason of social and industrial changes con- their legends of cisatlantic Emperors
House
was
not
in
session.
to run for thiir lives. Two firemen were insequent ou tue war, and also, in tho case of and empires were to be read anew in the
After pauHing the bill to prevent the coun- Florida, Arkansas and Texas, by immigration.
jured bv falling walls. The loss will exceed
light of that one discovery. These ro$1,000,009 ____ What is said to be the first Cath- terfeitingof foreign securities,the Senate,on
The whole number of farms in tbe United
mances had been told in good faith, or
olic camp-meeting ever hold in the United
the 31st ulL, took up the Naval Appropriation States in 1870 was found to be 2,659,985.In
States has just been in progress at Atlantic
188J the number was 4,008,907.The absolute something aa near it as the narrator
Highlands,N.
The si tendance was largo bill. Several amendmentswere adopted looking increase from 1870 to 1880 was, according to knew, and the tales had passed from one
and tbo servicesinteresting. . .The heat in New to tbo abolition of useleas navy-yards,the dis- the census, 1,348,922 ; the rate per cent, was
to another, each building on what his
York has been intense,and the mortality re- posal of worthless ships, and tho making of testn 51. It is obvious that if the compntation \ras
predecessor
laid
acports show a large increaso of the death rate in
and experiments.All laws were repealed provid- not accurate in 1870, as possibly it was not,
counts
were
accepted
with
little
critical
consequence.
ing for promotion and increaseof pay on the
tbe value of this comparison is 1 correspondAn epidemic of yellow fever is threat- reiired list An attwmpt to strike out the : ingly reduced. A slight variation in tho mode revision by modern writers ; they filled
Robeson contract job failed, and the bill then of collectingstatistics in the two periods would the attractive pages of Prescott ; even
ened along the Bio Grando. At Matamoras, passed. The remainder of the day was demake a great difference in tho results.If, for Hubert Bancroft Aid not greatly modify
where the plague first appeared, there is an
voted to a dis'MiHsien of the sundry civil meas- example, strict inquiry were not made as to
them ; but the unshrinkinglight of a
ur<*. lu the House Ihi Henale bill for the
farms leased and farms owned, or farms
alarmingincrease in the number of victims. .
theory was to transform them all.
retirementof U. 8. Grant, late General and worked ou tho share system at the time both
Pittsburgh telegram ;
leading iron manuex- President of tho United States, came up. A
enumerationswere made, or if tho system,in And with them were to be linked also
facturer, who does not desire his name menmotion to lay the bill on the taole failed,and it accordancewith which the two sets of returns Stephens’ dreams of vast cities, once octioned in the matter,said to night that an unwere tabulated, differed,the discrepancies
derstanding had been reached among mill- was refeired"to the MilitaryCommittee.

Aaron C. Burr, the adopted eon of
Aaron Burr, died in New York city, aged 74.
He waa the son of a French Count, and was

didate for

An amendment by

satisfaction the Beck was adopted, reducing to $400,000 the
French nation, as item for completing the Miantonomah and
lannchingthe other four.monttors.The clause
shown by their defeat of the policy of armed abolishing the grade of Commodore was struck
intervention in Egypt
out. as was also the provision for the condemnation and sale of unserviceable stores

bin father then being the first Secretary of the
Treasury. He was about 12 years of ace when
his father was killed in the duel with Aaron
Burr.... “Tug” Wilson and ex-Alderman
James Dunne, of Brooklyn, are matched for a
rnze-fight lor $2,500 a side, the battle to occur
in Mississippi or Looisiana.

one-halfto

the 28th ult, in wrangling over the Naval

Appropriation bill

who had been non-suitedas plaintiff.

cruel Tiberius would wish

peaceable intentionsof the

of Alexander Hamilton, died at Long Branch,
in h b 90th year.

man named Fitzpat- on

Germany view* with

WCEKLY NEWS REVIEW.
THE EAST.
Col. John Church Hamilton,

waa

shot

: ‘ When I die i
rolled in flames.’” It f
was older even than Tiberius,and is a
very ancient Greek proverb, too old for
any discoveryof its anthor. Tertulliau
ascribes it to Demosthenes,but it turns
late Superintendent of the Oenraa,in a note out to have been used by him as a common proverb, familiar to the public even
made before h^a retirementfrom office, said
The table ahowano reanlta which especially in his day.

FARMS IN THE UNITED STATES.

the Japanese Indemnitybill, and a further attempt to arrange the issue was ordered. In
accordancewith the request of the Committee
One of the late oenaos bnlletinf exhibits the
on Foreign Affaire the resolutioncalling for number of farmi in the United States in 1880,
the instructions to Admiral Nicholsonat Alex1870, 1860 and 1850, and the rate per cent of
andria was tabled.
The Senate devoted the entire day’s session, increase from. 1870 to 1880. Franda A Walker,

The author was called before the curtain and
acknowledged the honor conferredon him by
the audienoe. . .A cable dispatch from London
states that the Catholic Archbishop, Feehan,
of Chicago, will be elected a Cardinalat the
next consistory at Borne.

.
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TenncKaee ....
Texas .........
Utah ..........
Vermont......
Virginia......

Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin ....

Wyoming

.....

Total.

20
1(1,292 44«
3«
1,397
23
1,083
89
2,966
77
1,901
9
387
1

40(1

2,507

325
757
4,986
243
170,100

45
12
11

69
8

98
192
708
225
170
263
296
910
522
549
372
812
61*3

231
817
364
80

4,021 17,357

NEW YORK.
Hkf.tm ...........................
t 4 35 (A 8 25
Hoax ..............................
8 40 « 8 60
Cotton ............................
13
FLOfH— Siiporhne..................
3 40 (A 4 60
Wheat— Na 2 Spring ............. 1
1 15
No. 2 Ited ................1 15 @ 1 17
Corn— Ungraded ................... 82
85
Oatk— Mixed Western .............. 63 (A 68
Pong— Meta ........................
21 00 f«21 25
Laud ..............................
13

12*®

14

@

12X®

CHICAGO.
BKEVEa— Choice Graded Steera ..... 6 25 ^
Oowh and Helfera. ........2 75 @
Medium to Fair ..........5 20 (*
Hook. ..............................
6 50 @
Flour— Fancy White Winter Ex.... 6 25 ^
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 6 25 ($

7
4
5
8
6
6
(A 1
« 1

75
25
60
85
75
50
28
15
78
57
(4
67
83
24
<4
(4
18
@21 25

Wheat— Na

2 Spring .............. 1 27
No. 3 Spring ..............1 07
2 ....................... 77
Oats No. 2 ......................... 54
ax*— No. 2 ........................ 66
Barley— Na 2. ...................
6?
Buttkk— Choice Creamery ......... 23
Eo os— Fresh....................... 17
Pobk— Mess ........................
21 00
Laud ............................. 12X<ai 12*

ft

Cobn-No.

0

MILWAUKEE.
Whxat— No.

2

.....................
1

20 @

@
@
@
@

1 21
78

Cobn— No. 2 .............. ........ 77
Oats— Ka2 ........................ 60
Rtb— No. 2. ........................ 65
Barley— Na 2 ....................
. 73
PoRK-Mess ........................
21 00 @21
.

12M®

Lard ...............................

ST. LOUlb.

This saying was used by the celebratMetternich, ' as implying that no

ed

statesman after him would be able to
preserve the peace of Europe ; but the
celebrated mot was not originalwith
him, as Mme. Pompadour, mistress of
Louis XV., who died nine years before
Mettertuch was born, wa* quoted a* saying: “Apres nous, le deluge,” and the
wily diplomatist only changed it to
“ Apres moi.” The idea did not originate, however, with her, quick witted os
she was. Cicero ascribes it to a Roman
Emperor, and Milton supplies the name:
“They practice th. t, when they fall,
they may fall in a general ruin, just as

61

66
74
25

12*

@
@
50 @

Whxat- Na

2 Rad ................ 96
CoRN-Mixed ...................... 77

98
79
Oats— Na 2.i.«.
61
Rtb ........ .......................69 (4 70
Pork— Mess .......................
21 00 @21 25
Lard .............
12*
.

12*@

OTkCINNATL
Wheat ............................
1 00 @ 1 03
Corn .....................
.........80
82

@
@

After Me, the Deluge,

I

Oats ...............................59
Rye ................................
74 (4
,22 00 @22
Pobk— Mesa .......................
........................... 12^4 C4

Xian

,

60
75
50

12*

TOLEDO.
1 06
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a

1

07.

56
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@

,

81
68
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@ 1
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.
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@
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02
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
CATTLE-Beet ......... ............ 7 00 (* 7 50
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2 Red.
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good care of your mothers. Coax them
The Dog.
a digitigradecarnivorous to let you relieve them of sonw of the
mammeL This will be news to moet harder duties, which for years they have
|{oii3t|ii
persons, who always supposed that a patently born*.
ty, Wiia fooling with a revolver when it dog was simply a dog.
Running A Locomotive.
accidentallywent off, the ball entering
It has been bruited about that the dog
HOLLAND Cm. MICHIGAN.
“Well, I’ye had a little exocrienoe in
his hand in the palm, plowing its way is the best friend to man among the
running an engine,"said a lonj? speciout at the end of the right finger. The brute creation.
wound
was __
properly
dressed, and was in
MICHIGAN
________
_______
He pants after the thief, and when men of the genns Yankee, putting one
elbow on the bar counter and bolding
a fair wav to heal completely,when La- once he gets hold of the thief’s pants he
his whisky straight up to the light,
Serenading parties are very fashiona- |iart wen't to a logging bee and drank makes breeches.
and if it would amuse you I’ll give you
ble in Battle
freely of whisky. The lockjaw set in at
The dog leaves off his own pants durtorn fMi- the body at the shoulder. He
lived about half an hour.
A Yorxci man named Lubart, living in
Bridgehamptontownship, Sanilac coun-

4>fa

-

—

NEWS.

-

The dog

w

Midland* is paving one of its streets once, and death speedily followed,
ing cold weather.
with cedar
The Health Officer of Detroit, in calA barking dog never bites ; that is to
stops
A firm of young men in Kalamazoo culating the required capacity of storm say, when he begins to bite
— he
---r~
are shippiuR celery
water sewers, has ciphered out, among burking. Conversely, a biting dog never
T?
nnnai.l otlier things, the following : On July barks, and for similar reasons.
Forest fires have been doing
.?>
t, city of
-rnf „
31, 1878, there fell ou the city of
The hair of a dog will cure his bite.
erable damage in Iosco county.
troit (13.1 square miles) over 75,000,000 This is a cure-ious superstitionamong
The residence of T. M. Burgees, of cubic feet of rain-water in forty-fivehare-brainedyoung men who are fast
Big Rapids, was destroyedby tire.
minutes. The weight of that amount going to the dogs.
jJ. Hunt was caught by a belt in a of water is over 2,350,000 tons. In exact ])0gs are dentistsby profession. They
Manistee mill and hurt so that he died. figures, 75,470,121.08 cubic feet, weigh- insert teeth without charge.
R. G. Peters, of Manistee, thas bored ing, at 621 pounds per cubic foot, 2,358,- The dog never barks except when he
is awake. He is always awake.
1,000 feet for salt, and is going to try a 028.08
Charlotte
Rembllcan
:
There
is
The dog has no other way to express
new place.
silent as yet but nevertheless earnest re- his joy than to bark. Ho always feels
A. W. Loveridge. of Saginaw, was
bellion going ou in this country against joy when he sees a man. When there
drowned at Marquette by the capsizing
fences. The cost and labor are being i8 no other man to see, he expresseshis
of a sail boat.
computed, and occasionally a man comes j0y to the man in the moon.
A youth of
of 18 and a
a sweet girl
girl baby
baby from 8ome part of the country where As we remarked, the dog is always
of 13 years were married in Fenton a alljmaig ,ire fenced in, not out* His awake. This is no tale, though he carfew days
, descriptionof the way the thing works ries a tale in his wake.
Bay City has an egg-eatingchampion is commented on and the plan isgrowmg The sea dog loves his bark. Did you
who offers to bet that he can eat 100 in favor. The day is not far distant ever see dog that did not ?
eggs in 100
when Eaton county will have
The head of a dog has a dog-head
Mobt Br*s.’ tannery was totally de- “iles less of fence than at
look,
stroved by fire at Reed City. Loss $5,* Mr. Wm. E. Culver, of Coldwater, The bark of a dog is unlike the bark
000 • insurance $2
Branch county, disappeared from his of a tree. Even a dog- wood know this.
. ____
! house on or about tha 29th day of
Dogs are not always kind, though
a Lnil linrr^
, i npw
? last, and his whereabouts are entirely un- there are many kinds of dogs.
\rie ) 1 ‘ R?
0rR
; known. He left without giving his wife Every dog has his day, although dog
nouse ai oi gma ^
, any intimationof his intentions, and his days last but a few weeks in the year.
A Stanton blacksmithnamed McFad- disappearancewas a complete surprise There must be a Sirius error here,
den pounded a man terribly for insultjg supposed that he had con- The dog’s star is the dog’s planet,
ing his wife on the
verted his worldly goods into money and They planet so that their days come
The city of Negaunee offers 825,000 carried it with him. He was of medium while the star is in the sky.
bonus to any company which will pro- height, sandy complexion, and about
They do not fear it. It is not a Skyo
vide the city with water
' years of age, and had been engaged in
terrier.
The wife of John A. Price, proprietor the hardware business. Any informa When a dog enters a pitched battle he
of the Midland Exchange Hotel, East tion from any source as to his where- uses dog’s ’tar
Saginaw died of consumption last week, abouts will be thankfullyreceived.
Brutus said, I had rather a be a
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Hotel Life In Sicily.

Charles Dudley Warner writes as follows: We found, at Syracuse, another
Sicilian hotel worthy of mention. This
is the Locanda del Sole. It is only
about half as dear as the Vittoria,which
we tried rst; but it is a little worse.
We did not understand,at first, why
there were no bells in any part of the
dirty house, but we *8000 discovered
that thire was nothing to be hod if we
could have rung for it It is a very old
a yarn or two.”
and not uninteresting sort of barracks,
“Stave ahead,” said his companion, and its rambling terraces give good
“but I’ve been there myself. I used to views of the harbor and of .Etna. The
run an engine from New York to Plnla- rooms, too, are adorned with quaint old
delphia.”
prints which give it an old time air. It
“Oh, you did,” said the Yankee. can be fairly said of its management
“Well, that just amounts to nothin,’ I’ve
that the attendance is os good as the
been a special engineer for the last ten
food.
year, and there ain’t a mile of track
I do not know how long it would take
atween here and ’Frisco I haven’t travelto starve a person to death there, or to
ed over. You see us specials are obliged
disgust him with victuals to that extent
to be ready for anything at a moment's
that death would be preferable todining,
notice, and when we travel we just go
but we touched close upon the probable
right over the ground, and don’t you
limit of eadurauce in five days. It was
forget it."
a lengthy campaign of a morning to get
I’ve made some pretty good time mya simple early breakfast It was a work
self,” said the second engineer. “I took
of time, in the first place, to find anya train through from New York lo body to serve it. When the one waiter
Philadelphiain eighty minutes •”
was discovered and coaxed into the din“Oh, that’s child’s play,” said the first ing room, I ordered coffee and the
engineer. “Why, man, I’ve made that usual accompaniments.In about fifteen
run myself, and that with one piston- minutes he brought in a pot of muddy
rod gone at that. It was a lively trip,
liquid and a cup. I suggested then, in
and don’t you forget it. ' I’d just got reason, a spoon ought to go with it. A
back from a special run up through the spoon was found after some searchj

1

coal regions,

when word came

that

one

sugar, also’ I got by importunity. The
procuring of milk was a longer process.
Evidently the goat had to bo hunted up.
By the time the goat came to terms
the coffee was cold. I then brought np
the subject of bread. That was sent
drawing-roomcoach behind that and out for and delivered. Butter, also,
reported for duty. I knew my engine, was called for, not that I wanted it, or
and I ran up forty pounds of steam mow could eat it when it came, but because
nor she was marked to carry. When butter is a conventional thing to have
word came I let everything slide and the for breakfast. This butter was a sort of
old boy just jumped m the air. Then he
poor dheese gone astray. The last
settled down to his work. Everything
article to bo got was a knife. The knives
was clear in front of us, and I let him were generally very good, or would have
ont for all ho was worth at the start.
been if they had been clean. By patience,
In less 'en five minntes you couldn’t a after this, you could have a red mullet
The grocery .tore of Thompson Me- ! <lri‘9s ,,08toffice box 7T9- Colu ™ter' Mich'
“ J
tlle moou ““a 8Uch a Ko' counted thetelepraphpoles they flew by
and an egg and some sour oranges. All
Clarv at East Satrinaw was destroyed Ephraim Axtel, Postmaster at Ma- niauns so fast. I had two firemen un’ I just
the oranges in Sicily are sour. The reahy fire Loss about tf.OOO; insurea'for ! comb Corners, Macomb county, atHchadseon ‘ho dogs roamm around made them earn their passage from the
son given for this, however, is that all
i tempted to commit suicide in a singular onfJiue l)ay*
go. Old Jim must have eat up two ton the good ones are shipped to America.
’T
.
maimer. He is a criople who cannot
They never get over the bay.
o’ coal inside of ten miles.”
The reason given in America why all the
Jacor Reitz, of Burnside, Lapeer around with0ut help/ After all the people Sea?
“What!” ejaculatedthe second engi- Sicily oranges are sour is that all the
county, slipped from the roof of a build- in the bouge had Fue away temporarily,1 The Jews considered he dog unclean,
neer.
good ones are kept at home.
ing which he was 8hingllugaua broke he mftnaged ^ get out into the yard, And yet the dog will clean out a crowd,
“Sure!” said the first engineer. “And
When the traveler reaches Malta and
c
*1
tied a large iron wedge al>out his neck no matter how dirty.
we hadn’t been out of the station fifteen i Tangier he will learn what an orange
S. 8. Foss prominent among the lum- :
tfe cigteru>
But the dog Spitz
minutss before every blasted boiler pipe really is. I do not know that I can say
ber-dealers of Bay City lost his life by whole3 tralnsactiouwa8 8eeu by the neigh- A living dog issaid to be better than a
was hot, and we had to keep flooding any tiling moreiu favor of the Hotel Sole,
being thrown from a buggy against a borg ftt Quite
wbo hastened dead lion. There s no lyin about this,
the cab with water to keep from burning
except that the proprietorswere as intelegraph
^ the 8Cene> ftnd after much ^fficultv j but a dead dog is dog gone bad
• the darn thing up. Oh, we was just
John Hunt, foreman
Russell’s fi8i,ed him out before iite was extinct. Tray was a good dog, but tress is ! gettin’there, my boy, and I didn’t let differentto our departure as to our comfort while wo stayed. We left at ten
shingle mill, Manistee, while attemptmg painiiy troubles are supposed to have *orse fbau tlie deuce when it is against up a pound. Every time we took a
o’clock at night, to take the train for
to remove a belt, was drawn against a cauged the
i J011*
curve the outside wheels would be at I Malta. We procured a facchiou outside
Dogs were the original Argonauts. least a foot up in the air, and once or
shaft and
They have never given up their search twice the tender jumped clean ou to the to move our luggage, and not a soul conLexington and Port Sanilac are
a?
it
nected with the hotel was visible. The
have new achool houses in the near Kcport8 to 1110 stat» Board of HeaUh- for the fleas.
ties, and old Jim would yank her back
landlord had exhausted himself in makThe
bulldog
is
a
stubborn
fellow.
He
future. The former a 815,000 and the Lansing, by seventy-oneobservers of dis
again, and--”
ing out our bills. There was some difis not easily cowed.
latter a $5,000
eases in differentparts of the State, show
! ‘Ain’t you kind of stretching a point?" ficnlty in separating our several acOf course the gentler sex is the more
Farmers of Macomb county think causes of sickness during the week end- stubborn of the two. You have heard asked the second engineer.
counts, and when the landlord at last
“Not a bit of it,” said the first engi- brought a sheet of paper on which the
their wheat crop will lie one of the largest ing Julv 22, 1882, as follows
of the dogma.
neer. “Why, afore we was half way to various items were set in order, and the
of recent years. 1 he peach and apple
A great many stories about the dog
Philadelphia, both o’ those stokers was
Sumber ami Per
crop will be enormous.
figures were properly arranged, he rehave obtainedcurrency. The man who
Cent, of Obxe evdown on their knees praying,and I had garded his work with justifiablepride,
At Lapeer Mrs. Elizabeth Smith, beer* hi/ Whom has left a part of his clothing with the
to do the feeding myself until I swore
and exclaimed, “It is un conto magnificoming disheartenedover the drunken Ditcav* in Order of Greatest Each Di*ea*eWav | dog has cur rent. See ?
Reported.
Area of Prevalence.
’em back to their senses again. Well,
habits of her son, killed her little grandPuppies are born blind. They are everythihgwent well the first two thirds co.” We agreed with him that, in some
Xiimber A Per Cent.
respects, the account was magnificent
son and herself with strychnine.
not see dogs then.
o’ the run, and I was just a whistlingto
There
are
many
types
of
dog,
inN elson Lemier, aged 33, was knocked
82
58
Intermittentfever ............
myself over the record I was piling up,
M
cluding the doguerrotype.
overboardfrom a lighter at West Bay 2 Ubeumattsm................. 47
when there came a report like a rifle, and
Chemistry.
03
45
y| Neuralgia....................
The dog has four legs ; two of them I knew one of the blasted piston-rods
City, and, being unable to swim, was
44
*12
4 ConHumptioD,
of lunge .......
All bodies are composed of elements
M
fore legs.
drowned before assistancecould reach 5 Diarrhea ..................... 40
bad busted. There was nothin’ to do
45
32
Remittent fever ..............
or bodies, that have never been decom
Rut perhaps we had better paws here.
him.
45
put stop, and I lost ten minutes flxen’
32
7 Broachitia...................
Howl this do for the dog 1— Bouton up. The big gun left the couch and posed. Chemists have discovered oyer
Gilbert C. Burnham, aged 9, fell 8 onaillba .................... 23
32
28
sixty elements, a large per cent, of which
Transcript.
from a third-story window into an alley, 9 Cholera morbus. ............. 20
came down to see what was up. 'What’s
28
20
10 EryalpeUa ...................
are very rare, and of no value to our
in Kalamazoo, striking on his back, but ] l|Whooplug-cough .............
25
18
to be done?’ said he. Tve got one
present purpose.
Ingenius
Contrivances
Which
Pay.
17
24
except a severe shaking up he was un- 12lDy#entery...................
I piston-rod left,’ says I, 'and I’ll take you
18
13
13j Scarletfever .................
We shall now consideronly sixteen, a
injured.
Some people hardly realize how many through on time.’ He knew me, and he
17
12
lilcholerainfantum ............
number
sufficientto illustratethe leadAn East Saginaw druggist says the 15 Diphtheria................... 11
15
men have become enormously wealthy just lit a fresh cigar and walked back to
ing principles of chemistry.These six15
11
Saginaw river water assays “about 3 per 10 Influenza...................
from some simple invention which per- the coach as contentedas a lamb. Weil
15
11
17 Pneumonia ..................
teen elements are twelve solids and four
cent, bullheads,1 per cent, angleworms, 18 Measles. ....................
13
9
haps took shape in the brain during an 1 just set them praying firemen to work
gases.
13
9
and a trace of every animalcule known 19 Typho-nialarialfever .........
. idle moment.
for all they was worth, and I had her up
8
11
The solids are iron, lead, potassium,
20 Inflammation of bowels ......
to fresh- water science.”
A
few
years
ago
a Nevada man inventto sixty pounds over the limit in less ’eu
7
5
Puerperal
fever
..............
21
sodium, ammonium, calcium, magnesi5
Small-pox
...................
ed
a
card
table,
which,
by
a
touch
of
the
1 no time. Then I let her slide. Lord,
W. H. Bache, of Kalamazoo, who re- 22
um, aluminum’ carbon, silicon, sulphur,
6
4
Typhoid fever (enteric) ......
i foot to & spring, would cause the table
Harry, I thought old Jim would jerk the
cently had nearly 30,000 silk worms Z
4
6
24 Inflammation of brain ........
and phosphorous. The four gases are
I # — —
4
top to flop over, and in a second the stuffin' out of everything behind him.
busily engaged in making cocoons,has 25 Muiudh ...................... 3
oxygen, nitrogen,hydrogen, and chlo4
3
cards are supplanted by a large family We just played hop scotchf and I don’t
lost 15,000 of them from their being fed 2< Chorea ......................
4
3
rine. Borne of the solids are metallic
27 Cerebro-splual meningitis
Bible lying open before the man whose believe we touched the rails more nor
on some bad mulberry leaves.
4
3
28 Membranous croup ..........
substances,and were known and used
four or five times a mile. I knew it was
During a shower at Flint, lightning
in the early history of mankind— some
atruck a chimney ol the Bryant Houae,
players on sunoay can, u surpnaen a $100 check or nothin’, an’ I was after five thousand years before the four gases
and going down the chimney knocked a lomng-nameddisease* were reported resolvecjthemselves into a gathering o
that check. Well, those firemen got to
were recognized as actual existances.
stove to pieces and shocked Mrs. KnUl e,ac l *>y one ob“T'er 1
Piuna investigator, of the Word, and Bit praving worse ’en ever, and I had to
Tubal Cain, of the seventh generation
very badly, but did no serioua damage, diabetea spasmodic croup, peritonitis,as d lutenmg to the peala of re hgiouB swear I’d throw ’em overboard afore
from Adam, was a worker in iron and
and Bright s
consolation which drop .from the lips of they’d come to time. I tell you we was
August Ott, a saloon-keeperat Saiz- por tho weefc ending July 22, 1882, the reader (dealer.) It is a thing that just movin’. Why, the towns got run- copper.
Borne scientistssuppose that the earth
burgh, Bay county, suicided >y shoot^po^g indicate that whooping- no Christaiu family can do without, and nin’ all together, and we had no more
was, myriads of years ago, an immense
ing himself through the head, the; ____
_____
„i ___ jJ
ex- ’en got a squint at one station afore we
metallic ball, and that its long exposure
weapon used being a
______ ______ _______
__
irooklyn takes 5,000 was five miles past the next one — ”
to caloric,oxygen and water, had gradthe first shot producing instant death. feyeTf tonsilitis,consumption, measles, a'year, aud^wants more.
“Hear! hear!,’ said the second engiually produced wonderful changes in its
The fruit growers ot Van Buren conn- inflammation of the bowels, cholera Quiy a few years ago a man conceived neer, “that’s laying it on too strong.”
surface, so that now the earth is covered
ty have again commenced war upon the morbus, pneumonia, cholera- infantam the idea of making paste diamonds for
“True as you’re here,” said the first
yellows in their peach orchards. Large and bronchitis decreased in area of stresses. Ho sells a necklace of dia- engineer. “I’d introduce you to the with water, rooks, and soils. These
numbers of trees are being cut down,
monds, with earrugs, bracelets, etc., in- oraying firemen, but they cut the busi- forces— caloric, oxygen, and water — are
One man ent down 100 trees out of
The uniform pleasant weather has voice(iat $500,000 for 826, $10 cash down ness after that run, and I kinder lost even now acting upon its surface. Calorchard of
been attended with a marked decrease and the balance in installments. For sight of ’em. Well, we got within ten oric, or the force that produces heat, ia
Mrs. Daniel McIntyre, of South in sickness ; during the week seven gto a m0nth he sends a man along to miles of Philadelphiaand I begftn to constantly distributing itself among particles of matter. Mountains and oceans
Bay City, a married woman 18 years of diseases increased, while eighteen dis- 8teai the diamonds from large hotels,

000.

•

June

R

•

big guns of the company wished
to start at once for Philadelphia. I
knew what that meant, so I jumped
aboard long-leggedJim, hitched a construction car behind the tender, and a
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prevalence.

400.

an

stop her.”

by administering chloro- eases decreased in area of prevalence ; >pho manager feeds and transports the
“Stop her?”
form. She had no children, and those and the average per cent, of decrease diam0ud thief, and gives him a suit of
“Yes; I knew I couldn’t do it inside
who know her can assign no rqpsou for was greater than the average per cent, dothes a year. This plan takes im- 0’ ten miles, an'd I didp’t quite fetch it
her
of
mensely, and results in about $10,000 at that; for when we ran into the station
Rev. Mu. Palmer, pastor of the Con At the State capital, during the 0f free advertising ' , , t „
we smashed in the bumpers and ripped
gre national church at Mancelona, Antrim week ending July 22, the prevailing in 1876 a poor shoemaker m the State
u pabout twenty feet o’ the platform becounty, is said to have become almost a wmds were west, and, compared with of New jersey, inventeda shoe blacking fore old long-legged Jim would agree
mental wreck under the strain of the in- 1 the preceding week, die average tern- which would eat leather and cause boots the run was over, out I got the check,”
tense religions excitement recently | ^ture was slightly lower. the average to go mte a swfft dedme The boot- and the Yankee engineer thoughtfully
started at that Diace
relative and average absolute humidity makers furnished the blacking free to drained his glass, as his friend ordered
place bv
by S
S. A
A. Burns.
Burns.
were slightly less, and the average day hotels and barbershops, and the boot- the barkeeper to “set ’em up again.”
ad night ozone were the
trade is thereby made a paying busiCarelessness of Health.
Thus are American industries
:
of wheat to our office Tost w^k that had, Eluding reports by regnlar oh- ness.
age, suicided

self-destruction.

increase.

immense amount of it.
Trustworthy chemists tell us that
four-tenths, or nearly cue-half,of all
still hold an

things upon the surface of the earth

is

oxygen. This gas, then, must be a
mighty force. Few materialscan exist
witnout it, and few materials can escape
Its destructive

power.

It is

a

positive

force. Cold means the comparative lack
of caloric. Caloric passes from oue
body to another, If two bodies contain
differentdegrees of heat or different
quantities of caloric, the hotter one
gradually yields caloric lo the cooler,
The late Hon. Clarkson N. Potter’s either by <iirect contact or by radiation.
i illness was primarilydue to the neglect
Placs the hand upon a block of warm
the head, a sprig of chess, and offered it
and since, at 15
15 places,
of proper precautionsto preserve health.
Give Mother a Rest.
iron, and the iron graduallyfields caloric
in evidence of the theory that wheat
fJever at 16 piace8| measles at
Of vigorous and robust health, he to the hand. A not body is constantly
turn to
13 jaces and 8mail.j)ox at 10 places,
A correspondent of the Christian Inthought he might make unlimited drafts radiating caloric to the cooler.
A son of Sylvester Shake, of Sanilac (0jjqW8 . ^t Detroit, Flint, Lansing elligencer says that too many mothers,
upon it. He started to Albany to argue
Water may not t»e in ittelf a force, as
couAty, was burned to death wliile with ,ne CQg‘e couvaie8cent),in the township in their love of their daughters,entirely
a case without taking breakfast, and
caloric and oxygen are, but it aids the
his father in the slashing. Mr. Shake ^ Burton at Mt. Morris and at Hast- overlook the idea that they themselves
! when he began bis argument, iu the
forces in their composing and decomposleft the little fellow near a burning log
’ 22 at Wayne county pest- j need recreation. They do without all;
afternoon, no food had passed his Jip»*
ing power. These three forces, then,
heap while he went to attend
Qt p^rfield, Lapeer ‘cfeunty the easy, pretty and charming things,
that day. He was insufficiently clad—
are the leading ones that have from the
cattle,and during his absence the boy’s ,one (Jase. juiv 33 . ttt Grand Rapids and say nothing almut it ; and the
wore no underclothesand had on a pair outset of creation been constantly proclothes caught fire, with the above (twelve cases), July 24, and at Westwood, daughters do not think there is any
of low-cut shoes. This, which would
ducing changes on the surface of the
ten miles north of Kalkaska, July 27. j self-denial involved. Jenny gets the
have been indiscreet in a younger man, earth.
Manistee Times : On Monday after- 1 At Grand Rapids one man had small-pox new dress and mother wears the old one, was positively reckless in one of his vge.
noon a frightful and fatal accident oc- who had it 16 years ago.
turned upside down and wrong side out. Like the late Mr. Stoughton, his death
“What have you been drinking,or
curred in the shingle mill of Russell [ Sanitary inspectors report for the Lucy goes on the mountain trip, and was unquestionably accelerated by neg
eating?”exclaimed his wife, as he reBros. John Hunt foreman in the pack- week ending July 22, 15 cases of measles mother stays at home and keeps house. lect to wenr apnropriateclothing.
turned late at night “Liquor-ish” he
teg room, got his right arm caught in brought by immigrants arriving at Port Emily is tired of study and must lie
The population of Tombstone, Ari- responded, and then he winked at himthe small belt that carries the grind- Huron, and 6 cases of measles among down in the afternoon ; but mother,
stone. By this he was drawn upon the those arriving at
though her back aches, has no time foi zona, is 5,800, twenty-fournationalities self in the dark and breathed thin till
she got
•;
main shaft and in an instant his arm
Henry B. Baker, Secretary. 1 such an indulgence. Dear girls, take. being represented.
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

Examine the

large stock

of

canned

goods, which arc sold very cheap, at the

WILLIAM

25-2w

ROGERS, Editor.

H.

SaiurdaV, August 5, 1882.

Proposed Improvement of

East Twelfth Street,
Special Assessment

CITY BAKERY.

taaGra,fc,lttes!

Notice.

Cm or Holland, I
All persons who desire to obtain sumClerk’i Office July 6th, 1882. |
Chief Engineer Workman, of the Fire mer wood at “Fixter’s Factory” will leave To Mrs. Harm Smlta, John Van Anrool, Jan Van
Vorst, Wm. J. Scott, Wra. O. Melts, Mrs. R. Scholorders for the same at G. Van Putten
Department of this city, called our attenSous store. The money must accompany ten, H. Krcmers, G. Van Schelven.Edward Vaupoll, Mrs. E. E. Myrlck; JacobusMeeuwsen, Hans
tion this week to violationsof the pro- order before wood will be delivered.
Thompson, Lammert Ter Beek, Wm. B. Gilmore,
visions of ordinance No. 57 entitled “an
I^aac F, Bancs, HendrikNlemeyer,Jphu G. HuisJOS. FIXTER.
man, Helena H. Pfaustlchl,Hope College. P. Baarordinance relative to the prevention of
man, Bastiaan Steketee, John Haverkate, Dirk
Choice
cigars of the latest brands as Sluyter,Otto Bremen, N. K. Albeo, City of UolFires,” and it would be advisably for our
“Our Martyrs,” representingour fallen land, and any aud all other persons interested in
city officers to see that the provisionsof
Presidents, Lincoln and Garfield, with the premiseshereinafter named:
You and each of you are hereby notified:
said ordlnace are strictly enforced.
their assassins,Booth and Guiteau. Try
That the Commoa Council of the City of UolIt is well known by our citizens,that them. The best 5 center in the city, at
land have caused to be made and deposited with

&

our
much

,

25-2w

present Are department, although

now than It ever has been,
is totally unable to battle with even a
common sized conflagration, and as the

PESSINK.

better

Jim

officials to

the people

will,

COAL

do their duty, and

without doubt,

COAL!

I

carrying out the followingrequirements
of the ordinance:
“It shall be the duty of the City Marshal,

twice in each year, in the months ot
May and November, and as much oftener
as may be deemed proper, to enter into any
house, or building, lot, yard, or premises,
in the city of Holland, and examine the
fire places, chimneys, stove pipes, furnaces,
and all other places where fire is
kept, or used; also, the places where gunpowder, or other combustible materials
are kept or stored. And the said Marshal
shall give such directions as he may deem
proper, for such repairs, changes or alterations as he shall consider necessary for
the safety of the premises against fire.
And all such directionsor orders shall be
obeyed by the owners or occupants of

such premises,under a penalty of one

Cures

Scrofula, Erysipelas,
_____ _
Grabs,
Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tet-

Pimples and Face
'ace
ter,

JARCHISI,

We, the undersigned, having
become the agents for the coal
firm of E. L. lied strong, of
Buffalo, JN. Y., are now prepared to deliver No. 1 coal
immediately,for the lowest
possible prices. Orders will
be promptly filled. Apply at

Hardware store
Mel is, or to John
Drayman.
the

WM.

C.

of Win. C.

De

Boer,

MELIS.

JOHN DE BOER.
25-tr.

EC.

Humors, Salt Rheum,

by the Common Council at their meeting of June
Scald
Sores, Mercurial
l4t*\ 1882, at which meeting it was resolved:
Diseases,
'i.iatallolthat part of Twelfth street as aforeIrregularities, Dizziness,
said be graded, the entire width thereof,pursuant
to grade and profile to be established by the ComAppetite, Juandice,
mon Council ay hereinafterfurther directed;
Affections ot the Liver, IndiThat the stumps be removed and the side-walks
gestion, Biliousness,
and cross-walks along said part of Twelfth street,
as aforesaid,taken up wherever this shall be made
sia and General Debility.
necessary, and relaid upon the grade to be estabA coutm of Burdock Blood Bitten will utiify the
lished as above sct-forlh,after the grading work
proper is completed;
That after such grading Is completed a road-bed
be constructed of clay and gravel,along the center
FOSTER, WILBURN & CO, Prop’,, Buff.lo,
of said part of Twelfth street, as follows:the
average thickness of clay and gravel to he nine
inches, viz: four Inches of day and five inches of
gravel; the clay bed to be five Inches thick in the
center of the street, and to taper down to three
inches at the sides; the gravel bed to be seven inches thick in the center of the street and taper
AND
down to three inches at the sides; the clay to De
put down first; the width of said clay and gravel
beds to be twenty feet or less, to he further determined by the Common Council at the time of letting. with a view of keeping the entire costs of
said Improvement within the limit of twelve hundred dollars as prayed for by the petitioners; the
The new and fast steam yacht
quality of both clay and gravel to do approvedby
the Common Council at the time of letting the Job;
That the expense and co.ts of said improvement
and work be defrayed by a special assessmentupon
the land and premisesabuttingupon that part
of said Twelfthstreet as aforesaid; and that the
frontage of Cenfennal Park, or Market Square, will leave the dock at the head of Black Lake
on said Twelfth street and the Intersections of every week day. commencingMonday, Jiinal2th.
Kish, Cedar, .Market and River street with said for Macatawa Park and return at 8 a. m. aud at :20
part of Twelfth street as aforesaid, be assessed p. m., and 4 p. m„ and return to Holland, at 12 m.,
against the city and paid from the General Fund; 2:45 p. m., and 6 p. m. Fare for round trip 25
that the taking up and re Irfying of cross-walks,if cents.
Holland, June 9.
ig—
such should become necessary, be done by street
commissionerunder instructionsof the Common
Cotinnil;
That
......the
iu, .vielots unu
and iuiiup
lands upon
upuu which
mun.ii Bam
said special
assesemetit shall be levied shall includethe south 'VT’OTICE is hereby given that I, E. Van der
half of bktek fifty (occupied as one parcel by Hope -L* Wall. Township Drain Commissioner of the
College): lots one. two. three, four, five, six. seven, township of Jamestown, in the county of Ottawa
fhr.tA •; lots nine! ten? eleven! will
k
____ ft a
and eight in block flftv.
fifty-three
will, on the 10th day of August, A. D.'l882, at the
twelve, thirteen, fourteen,flffteen, and sixteen in hon*c of Tlumas W. Brown, in said township, at
block forty-nine; lots one, two, throe, four, five nine o’clock in the forenoon, meet parties for the
and ci.v
six in block
fifty-four;ana
and lots
two, purpose
n.m
iuui:k miy-iour;
tots one, two,
I'urpuseof
oi leumg
lor the
ttie construction
lettingcontracts for
three,four and live iu block fifty-five,or such
a drain in said township, known as the “ Otter
divisions of said lots, blocks or lands as may be Creek Drain," commencing at a point 120# tods
abutting upon said part of Tweltthstreet as afore- m
west, and
2 rods north of the
v ------ ------- - •••“ 8 e c(>rncr of sec. 16,
Mlllfl
* also
ilisn C(>nh»rifiifi!
Purl* or
nr Market Square, T. 5. i,—
unH nma
said ;
Centennial Park,
N., R. 13 W., and
runs through the following
I routingupon said part of Twelfth street and also
described lands:
se# sec. 21, s H of n #
the. street intersection# where said part of Twelth n c # and w 13-40 n # c # n e # sec. 21, w # s e
street crosses Fish. Cedar, Market and River sec. 21, v # s e # sec. 21, w
n
n e # sec. 28,
streets; and the said lands and premises shall he e # n c # frl n # s e # see 28, e # s # n # n
designated aud are hereby declared to constitute s e V sec. 28. e # s 4-5 s # s e # sec 28. e # n
a Special Street Districtfor the purpose of special (except one acre) sec. 28. and w
n w V sec. 31,
assessment,to defray the costs and expense of all of T. 5 N„ R. 13 W. The demensions will be
grading, claying and graveling and otherwise im- stated at the time of letting; And that I will then
proving said part ol Twelfth streetas aforesaid, and there proceed to let contracts for the consaid district to he known as "East Twtlflh Street struction of the same, hy sections as I hare apSpecialAstcssment District."
portionedand divided the same, and that such
That on Wednesday the 9th day of August, 1882. contracts will be let to the persons who will do the
work according to the specificationsthereof,made
at 7.30 p. m„ the Common Council will meet at
their Koonts to consider any objections to said es- by me, and now remaining in my office, for the
timate, plans, diagrams and profiles, that may be least sum of money, and who will give adequate
securityfor the performanceof the same within
made.
such time as shall be specifiedin such coutracts
By Order of the Common Council,
respectively,the undersigned reserving the right to
GEO. U. S1PP, City Clerk.
reject any and all bids.
Notice is also hereby given, That at the time and
place of said letting ol contracts,the assessment
OF MICHIGAN, County of Ottawa, ss. of benefitsmade hy me will be subject to review,
Dated this 25th day of July, A. D. 1*82.
At a session of the Probate Court of the

Head,

BOOnSTE,

The oldest eslab ished Stable

NX

MACATAWA PARK

«.

LAKE MICHIGAN.

Henry

On Market

Street,

near Eighth.

Rtifl
I have the newest and best

HEARSE

In tbfs

der a penalty of forfeiture of one dollar for city, with the finest hor»es and carriagesfor funeral
every twentv-four hours it remains in an purposes, which I will furnish
unsafe condition after notice from. the
Marshal to repair or change it. * *
as cheap, if not cheaper
or place of residence in the city of Holland
Holland, July 28th, 188-2. fI' B°0N^lif
shall keep one suitable ladder, for going
on the roof of such house, or place of
of
residence, and every shop, store, mill,
The
hoard
of
school
examiner*
of Ottawa countannery, or other place of business shall
ty will meet to examine applicants to teach m the
keep at least one such ladder for the same
public schoolsof said county at the following
purpose in some safe aud convenient place. places and times:
Coopersvlllc,Aug. 23. 1882. in the union school.

Examination

Holland. Auir.

an overworked brain or excessive nervous

Teachers.

1W2. In the union school.
Grand Haven, Oct. 27 188*2.in the court house.
Applicants for the third grade will he required to
pass a satisfactory examination in orthography,
reading,writing, grammar, geography , arithmetic,
theory, and art of teaching, U.
history and
29.

S

excitement, should not be neglected, lest

m

<\tt

W

Dr.

For Bale by

JUST

r\

..

.a

G.

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

NOTIONS,
CASHMERES, f
'

DRESS GOODS,

DELAINES,

ginghams;
CALICOES,

*

#

e#

#

SUMMER

DRY GOODS,
TABLE LINEN,

GENTS’ FURNISlG GOODS.

DUTCHESS OVERALLS,

W

#

RECEIVED

SPRING &

W

#

R. T^EEENaS.

3D,

at the Store of

IJotiC©.

sub-

Murl-or TAN

i

Brower

F.

w#

than any party in this city.

Brain Workers.
The complicated diseases arising from

Into

in

Dr. Marcldsi’sUterine Cathoilcon will cure fallwomb, Lucorrhma, Chronic Inflammation and Ulceration of the Womb, Incidental
Hemorrhage or Flooding, Painful, Suppressed
and Irregular Menstruation, Kidney Complaint,
and la especiallyadapted to the Change of Life.
Bend for pamphlet free. All letters oflnquiry
freely anaweren. Addresa as above.

ing of the

-

-

ppt’t’iui

the city.

in

to its safety,

The owner or occupant of each house

A POSITIVE CORE FOR FEMALE COKPLAIKTS. »
Thlsremedy will act In harmony with the Female system at ail times, and also immediately
upon the ahdaminal and uterinemuscle*, aud restore them to a healthy and strong condition.

Dyspep-

1882.

ion of the City Marshal safe against fire, un-

UTERINE CATIIOL1CON,

Female Weakness

and

1

and no stove pipe shall bo
carried through the outer wall or the roof
ol any building, unless the same is so guarded and constructed as to be in the opin-

UTICA. N.Y.,
Discoverer of D A MABCHISrS

Loss of

assist in

dollar for every twenty-fourhours of default, in obeying such directions, or orders. * # * No stove pipe shall be
carried or placed within three inches of
any wood work in any building in this
city, unless the same is properly guarded
by a safe, or non-conducting substance
to the satislaction
of the City Marshal as

B

the City Clerk for public examination^ the profiles,
diagramsand estimates of the expensefor the proposed grading, claying and gruveflng of a part of
Twelfth Street in said City, to wit: from River to
Fish street

That said improvement was determined upon

best protectionagainst fire is prevention, it

behoves our

^dvrrtisrramts.

B

etc.

A Full Line of

Hats
Fresh Gro
FLOUR AND
G.

Van Put

Holland, March 24th, 1882.

government.
To obtain a second grade certificatea higher
average percentagewill he required and the folgrave. Heed such symptoms as nervous lowing branches will be added: IMivsIoloey
debility,blotches, skin diseases,dizziness, elementary algebra, single entry bookkeeping! QTATE
and so much of the school law as pretalus to the
ELKK VAN DER WALL,
County of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Office,
nervousness,dimness of sight, cough, in- duties of teachers.
to
Township Drain Commissionerof the Township
In additionto those of the third grade the in the City of Grand Haven In said County, on
25- 2 w
digestion,catarrh of the bladder,and following branches will he required to obtain a Saturday the eighth day of July in the year one of
general despondency. When thus afflicted, first grade certificate: Algebra, bookkeeping thousandeight hundred and eighty-two.Present:
Sahi el L. Tate, Judge of Probate.
The undersigned desires to call the attention of
make haste to use Brown’s Iron Bitters. Uterature^andTchoi J,jy|,ioloB’’ histor>of EnglWi In the matter of the estate of Arend Van Daren
Applicantsfor the first and second grades will deceased.
the people of Hollandand vicinityto the. fart that
It strengthens mind and body exhausted bring a certificate from the chairman of the townOn reading and filing the petition,duly verified,
he ha# purchasedthe
by disease and suffering;is the truest of ship hoard of school Inspectors,showing that thev of Gerrit J. Van Dttren, representingthat said
have taught the required time with ability anil Arend Van Dnren, lately died in said county of
J
all life-giving tonics, and nature’sbest
Ottawa intestate,leaving real estateIn said county
All applicants will present testimonials of good ofOttawa. and praying amongotberthlngRihatthfi
assistantin restoring the proper functions moral character,recommendationsIrom township court may adjudicate and determine the heirs at
First
law of said deceased, and who are entitled to said
to every organ affected. It will surely school officers prefered. *
Applicants are required to he presentpromptly real estate. Thereupon it is ordered, that MonCOR. EIGHT & FISH STREETS,
cure you, for it has cured thousands.
at 9 a. m. and to remain until all of the examina- day the
tions are completed.
-*•»Soventh day of August,
By order of the Board of School Examiners of next at one o’clock,in the afternoon, be assigned
i and is prepared to serve the public with ever
The series of “World’s Cyclopediasof Ottawa county, Michigan.
for the hearing of said petition,ami that the heirs

they end in insanity and

a

civil

premature

FROM

Probate Order.

O

Jamestown.

PILES

success.

-

—

Knowledge, Literatureand Language,”
projected by the Useful Knowledge Publishing Company, of New York, is unique
in its plan,

and

if carried
within t'he rich" ‘be

lounc^'wIMpUce

« t ‘
GrOldL

historicalportion of the series illustrates

ZWEMER, Secretary

I
th*m

i

Spuino Laki, July 10,1882.

XfT'ZTZ
SMw.
‘

the general scheme. Instead of being

law of the said deceased, and all other persons
interestedtu said estate, are required to appear
at a session of said Court, then to he holden at the
probate office, in Grand Haven, In said County,
and show cause, if any there be, why the prayer
of the petitionershould not he granted: And it is
further ordered, that said petitionergive notice to
Dr. BrlnkerhoT’s assistant,8. B. Jamison. M. D.,
tne person iuterested in said estate of the pendency of said petitionaud the hearing thereot by will be at the City Hotel, Holland. Mich., Aug. 10,
causing a copy of this order to be published in the 8cpt.7. Oct. 5, Nov. 2 and 80. Dec. 28, 1882; and
Holland City News a newspaperprintedand Jan. 25. Feb. 22, March 22, April 19, May 17, June
circulated in said County of Ottawa, for three 14. 1883, Consultation free.
»-ly8. B. JAMISON, M. D.
successive weeks previous to said day of hearing.
A true copy. (AttestA
22-4
SAMUEL L. TATE, Judge of Probate

TREATMENT PAINLESS

at

commonly the

tain,

historical

QTATE OF

WHEATON B. GIBSON,

ti.

authors as Green, Macaulay,

by

minor

ks?*.

authors as will make the

work universal
and complete, as regards country and
time. A comprehensive index, covering

make

the entire series, will

interest,

will

group

of knowledge and

together such wealth

as will surprise the ordinary

reader, and delight the profound student.

Green’s Larger History of the English
People,'which forms the fipt

volume

of

the Cyclopedia of History, is just issued,

complete in

itself,

those who desire

and

is

v+faet

consultation

upon any topic convenient, and

sold separately to

at the marvellously
low price of $1, for the cloth, and $1.25
for the half Russia binding. Other
it,

THEWONDER
Catarrh.

OF

HEALING!

descriptivecircularsmay be had

from

the publishers

in tills city

or from their agents

Rheumatism, Nearalfia,
has cured so many caeca of these distressingcomplaints as the Kxtrael.
tion

Hemorrhages. “Sir
Stomach, Nose, or from any cause, Is speedily controlledand stopped.

RilMheriaasil Sore Throat,
promptly. It la a sure cure. Delay is
dangerous.

Far Pile* Bllad, Mcedla* mr Tick-

H. D. Post,

lag.

It

la

the greatestknowu remedy.

Caution.-rOXD'SEXTRACT hat bten fm<fated. The nenuine hoe the tcordeu POS’D'8

EXTRACT' blown

iloticcjs.
One hundred and

fifty pieces

of Peach

Tarleton jum received at the store of D.

Bertscb. Come and ascertain
before purchasingelsewhere.

20-tf
For

_

D.

my

prices

BERTSCH.

bill beads, note beads, lelter beads,

tags, envelopes; and

kinds Job printing

all

in the Holnnd aud English languagego to
the

News Office.*

All kiuds

,

of early Vegeiables, such ’as

Tomatoes, Cucumbers, and Cabbage; also

in the glaee, and our picture
trade-mark on mtrroundingl urr wrapper. Hone
other is genuine. A heave ineiet on hating
POND'S EXTRA CT. Take noother preparation.
It i» never eohl in bulk or by mtanirt.

srxciALTnu AND toilt.t articles.
POND’S EXTRACT .......... 50c., $1-00, $1.75
Toilet Cream ........ 1.00 Catarrh Cure ..... 75
Dentifrice-.......... 50 Plaster ...........25
LlpSalve ........... 25 InhaleriGlass 50c.) 1.00
Toilet Soap(3 Cakes!- 60 •Nasal Syringe- •••• 25
Ointment ........... 50 MedicatedPaper--. 25
Family Syringe,$1.00
Ladxss,read pages 13, 18, 21 and of our
Hew Pamphlet, which accompany each bottle.
(VOtiB Niw Pamphlet with Histobt or
oub PbxpabatiohsBurr FREE on application

*POND,$ EXTRACT CO.v
14

West

Water Melons, Apples, Plums, and Peaches
Jfull line of
to be found at

2v>-2w

PESSINK’S;

14th St,

FREDERICK O.
KATUN YE.

Farmers and

Holland, Mich., April 24,

1882.

12-ly.

|

I

Woodsmen.

YE, and
Defendants, j
In pursuance and by virtue of a decree of the
We will buy ail the Slave and Heading
Circuit Court for the County of Ottawa, In chancery, made in the above entitled cause, on May Bolls you can make and deliver tlie year
fifteenth, A. D. 1892; Notice is hereby given that on
round, viz:
the Eighth day of August, A. D. 1882,
Oak Slave Bolts, 80 inches long.
at one o’clock in the afternoon of said day, at the
White Ash Stave Bolts. 30 incites long.
front door of the Court House iu the City of Grand
Haven. Ottawa County. Michigan, (said court house Elm Slave Bolts, 83 inches long.
being the place of holding the circuit court in said Black Ash Slave Bolls, 33 inches long.
WEBB'S ECLECTRIC MEDICINE.
county ol Ottawa) I, the subscriber, a circuit
Black Ash Heading Bolts 38 Indies long.
court commissioner in and for said county, will
1 Is a positive and cflertual remedy for nil Ncr
Basswood Heading Bolls, 38 inches long. on# Diseases in every singe of lire-rj’onugor ol
sell at public auctionto the highestbidder the
land# and premisesdescribedin said decree, be
Pine Heading Bolls, 20 incites long.
male or female. Such ns Impotettcy, Prostratio
N

1

Cold Id Head, ko. Our “OfttarrkCare,”
pedally prepared to moot eerloua caeca Our
Naaal Syriage Invaluable tor u»e In ck
tarrhalaffpctloua, laaimplo and inoxpemlTe.

volumes will follow quickly. Catalogues

and

GIVE ME A CALL.
Don’t forget the place No. 102, Eighth street
cor. Fish.
F. DEN UYL.

j

Complainant.

Grole, Carlyle, Guizot, Gibbot, Mommsen

and others, with such additions

MICHIGAN: The circuit Court for
the county of Ottawa, iu chancery.

O

Store

Butter & Eggs always
on hand.

ATTENTION

Chancery Sale.

unabridged the great standard works

of such

_

w

features of cylopedias, the series will con-

thing that pertains to a first-class

aa5S:GR0CEBI

made up ot brief sketches by unknown
authors, as are

Ward Grocery House

NO CURE! NO PAY.
CURE GUARANTEED

masse, » libraryunrivalled in magnitude,

comprehensiveness,
and scholarship.The

HMFSCMP

New York.

nbove proparaiious,die
dluyrd, in one of Pimd’stExtract Co Show
Cases sold by H. WALSH, He] I and Mich.

lug all of that certainpiece or parcelof land situated in the city of Holland, county of Ottawa, and
State of Michigan, and described as follows,viz.:
A certain piece or parcel of lot numbered one in
block numbered forty-two(42) In said cilv of Holland, and more particularlydescribed by (ts boundary lines, as follows, commencing on the northeast corner of said lot numbered one (Hand running thence on the north line of said lot seventysix and nine-twelfthsfeet (76 9 12) west and thence
runningsouth parallel with the east line thereof to
the soulh line of said lot; and thence running east
seventy-six and nine-twelfths(76 9-12) feet to tne
south-east corner of said lot numbered one (1) and
thence north on the east lino of said lot to the
place of beginning.
Dated June 21st, A. D. 1882.

,t

AREND VISSCHER.

CircuitCourt Commlsslouer, Ottawa Countv,
Michigan.
J. C. Post, Solicitorfor Complainant.

For making contractsor further information apply In Fixler’s Slave Factory.
ED. VER 8CHUHE. Supl.
or to Q. Van Putten & Sons’ store.

(^ml: Cct/ff
Clwft/
Young Men and Women will not or.ly save money but valuable time in the future by attending the
(•rand Rapids Business College,where they will
receive a Thorough,Quickening, Practical education. Send for College Journal.

'nws

IFF0RF

V|

Abuse

;'as

TAJIK0

t or-

Taki=g,

Hide. Pain in the Back. Dimness of Vision, Premature Old Age. and many other Diseases that
lead to Insanityor Consumption aud a Preutataro Grave.
rtf-full particularsin our pamphlet, which we
.
by 'nail to every one. The
SpecificMedicineis sold bv all drug- l#f at *1 per
package, or six packages for »5.or will be sent
free hy mail on receipt of the money, by ad-

.

.

*

»

dressing THE GRAY

Moengs.

Kid Gloves, Fans, Beads,

all

Diseases that follow asaseqnence
of Self

Sold In Holland by D. R.

he:

glish Remedy,
an unfailingcure
for seminal weak
neSs, 8 per mutorrhea, Itnpo-

and

WEBB'S ECLECTRIC MEDICINE (’/>..
Guaranteed. Buffalo, N. A

A Cure

MKDICINfe CO.

No. 100 Main Streoi. Buffalo.N. Y.
tor hale in Hollandhy llvhcr Walsh. 52- ly

52-1

1882. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1882

GRAY'S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
TRADE MARK The Great En- TRADE MARK.

tency,

Strength, loss of Vitality,Defective Her
ory, Impaired Brain Power, and diseases fro
which an npnnturai waste of life springs, all
wlilch cannot fail to undermine the whole systei
Every organ is weakened, every power prostratei
ami ninny forms of disease are generatedwhiel
if not checked, pavf the way to au early death,
rejuvenates age and relnvigorates youth.
Each package coiitainssufficientfor two weel
treatment. Write for pamphlet, which will t
sent free, with fnll particulars.
Sold hy all Druggists at 50 cents a package, <
twclv packagestor $5.00, Will he sent free l
mail on receipt of money, bv addressing
loss of

Bonnets, Dress and Hair Ornaments, Worsted, Canvas,
Cardboard, Cord and Tassels, Hushes, Collars, Mr.ntelets, Infants Cloaks, Veiling, Silks, Moire. Antique and Plain Velvets, Crape, Laces, Flowers,
Feather.*,nnd a full assortment of the Intest styles of Hals and
Bonnets Ribbons Moire Antique, plain and fancy.

t.

&

PITGrJrlTH

S.

VAN PEN ELOEXj-A
BERGE,

STREET

Don't

JOTTINGS.

forget, the

tf

New

Chicago cxcursiou to-

nlght.

wheat is selling for 90 uud 92

H

cents.

We
*Ne\M-

-----

-

--

-Grand Haven

Thirty-four person**registered,at the
Pink Hotel one day this week.

understandthat the
Journal is about

to

change hands.

The 34lh annual Slate Fair
at

mill received

another car-load gf machinery.

Mr. Jms. L. Fairbanks, of Fillmore,
brought the first new wheal lulu town last
Thursday.

Quite a party of

excursionists from

Suuentuck visited this city

last

Wednes-

day.

Van

Pelt has teturned home

from the East and will occupy his pulpit

to-piorrow.
M.

F.

,

will be gone

Last Tuesday, Mr. A.

A.

Rout. McWade’s Ilip Van Winkle,
company played in Lyceum Hull, lost
Wednesday evening, to a fair sized au-

Mr. and Mrs. D. Kruidenier, of Pella,
Iowa, and Mr. Kruideuier’ssister, Miss
Dora, are in the city

visiting friends

and

relatives.

Last Monday morning Mr. M. T. Ryan
Grand Rapids, while fishing

General Hardware
We

Remedies.
known

Grsud

i

-

-

Etc.

l,°

---

o’clock. f

in Macatawa Bayc caught a 25 pound

White Lead, Brushes,

is too well
recommtn-

to the public to need any

Col; I. E. Heumore has sold the
11 i# *u™*h
“ '? Pr'ITC“
by numerous testimonials, and hundreds
Rapids Democrat to Mr. F. W. Ball, of besides who have used it, that it is exMrs. T. Beeuwkcs and Mrs. Geo. Con Detroit,an able journalistwho was formeractly what is claimed for it. if you or
way, of Waupun, Wis., mother and sister ly connected with the New York World. your children are troubled with diorrhcea,
one or two doses will convince you as to
of Mrs. G. Van Schelven, are in this city
The annual meeting of the Northwest- the merits of Hie preparation. In comvisiting.
plaints of children it has no equal. It
\ ern Michigan Press Associationwill be being a Tonic for the bowels, cares all
The corner stone of the new school theld at Sweet's Hotel, Grand Rapids, Tues- these miserable complaints, when not of
house in district No 4, will be laid witlr pay and Wednesday, August 15 and 16— too old standing, with a few doses. It
does not only check the Diarrhoea,hut
appropriate ceremon}', next Monday after- Ahe first meeting at 10 a. m. Tuesday.
after being stopped,it moves the bowels
noon at 2

—

keep on hand a full stock of

111

DR. SCHOUTEN’8 COMPOUND

SYRUP OF RHUBARB,

Husted, of dience.

& Soiis-

FAMILY

Last Tuesday was Emancipation Day,
the colored people had n celebration at
Bangor. The attendance was very large.

of this city, succeeded peaches from here this season,

Adair,

lady, of

Petoskey. He

E-

-~*-~dealer« In-

SPECIFIC

the “Lake Shore,” shipped the first lot of

in landing a black bass last Saturday
which weighed 0% pounds.

and

for

about 10 days.

Dr.Schouten’s

the 22.

Mu. F. I. Walsh left last Wednesday
morning

Rev. D.

be held

Jackon commencingSeptember 18 and

ending un

new

Last Saturday the

will

naturally again.

Doors, Sash and Glass,
Garden Tools, Lawn Mowers,

STOVES,

OIL

REFRIGERATORS

DRAIN

One day this week, Mr. John Brennan,
ANTI-BILIOUS and EXPECTORANT
1
.
Muslallonge.
A copious shower of rain was the only of Grand Rapids, caught a muskallonge
PILLS. These Pills are rapidly taking
thing that Interferredwith the enjoyment in Macatawa Bay. It measured 4 feet 4
To-night at half past eight o’clock, the
the place of all others. They are comsteamer Douglas will leave Harrington’s of the numerous pleasure seekers at Maca- inches iu length, 21 inches iu circum- posed of the most valuable tonic, alteraference, its head was 14 inches long, and tive and cathartic properties known, and, Gas, Steam Fitting and Pump
Dock on an excursion to Chicago. tawa Park last Wednesday afternoon.
acting directly upon the liver, stomach
it weighed 30 pounds 5J£ ounces.
Tickets round trip $2.00.
Driving promptly done
Don’t miss the finest opportunityof
and bowels, effectually purity the blood.
visitingChicago that will be offered this
Mr. Wm. Phelps aud R. J. Hanebell, of Their action U mild, yet always cieanslng,
on short notice.
Now look out for the cows. The*
but never griping or painful. If you use
season. The steamer Douglas will leave of Grand Rapids, have been stopping at
them once, you will always prefer them
yOrdiuMgai recently passed by the Common
Harrington’s dock at 8:80 this evening, the Park Hotel during the past week. above all others.

ILE

-

-

Council restrictingthe running at large of
y

cattle is in effect,

and will be rigidly en

forced.

’Tickets, for the round triponly $2.00.

They had excellent success

a

went home with
«

List of letters remaining In the post- amoug which was

IjAST Wednesday, Sheriff Vaupell, Pros.

office at Holland, Mich., Aug. 3d, 1882:

a

in fishing

large string of

and
fish,

black bass weigh

log

six pounds.

“OLD ABE” BITTERS. These Bit- Prompt attention given to
ters are an excellent Tonic

and Appetizer,

work in Tin, Copper and
Sheet Iron.

and

are very popular with those who are
acquaintedwith their virtues.

Att’y McBride, Register Baar, County. Mrs. C. A. Hall, Miss Rena M. Rctan,
Treas. Van Schelven, and Mr. J. W.” f)enna Rafman, Geo. L. Sheldon.

AROMATIC SPIRITS. This distilled
Mr. R. Kattf«rshas offered the Common'1 liquid is a remedy for all kinds of pain, in,
Wm. Vbrbkkk, P. M.
O’Brien, Treasurer of the city of Grand
Council of this city, a piece of ground, ‘ oung and old, and is an instantrestorative
ir disorderedstomachs after a debauch,
Haven, paid Macatawa Park a visit.
on Eighth street, for $7 per foot and will
is taken from the Belgian Pharmacopcea,
Accordingto the reports the farmers take city paper, for a reasonable length of
»
he formula can be found on the bottles.
A few of ou* y ouog ladies spent a quieP give, wheat In this localitywill not “turn
time, at 6 per cent interest. The ground
BALSAM LOCATELLI (Spl)ker Baidny-at Macatawa Park last Wednesday. put” as well as was expected. There is a
is that on which the JElna House used to
rn.) This Balsam is a wonderful healer,
Itias called the “Old Maid’s Picnic.” good deal of shrinkage, and if the present
stand aud is a very desirable site lor an and works like a charm in all kinds of
The bachelors present kept at a distance, Jwet weather holds on much longer,a great
wounds, cuts, bruises and burns.
engine house.
and of course gazed with admiration at /deal of the wheat will sprout.
IPECAC TROCHES. The*great and

It.

-

maidena

all

KANTERS

A SONS.

Steamer for

CHICAGO.

Tbo passengerateamer
annual reunion of the Allegan coun- well-known specific remedy— Ipecac— for
meeting of the Holland Soldiers’ ty soldiersand sailor* comes off next Tues- croup, coughs and colds, influenza, etc.,
Mr. D. Schram proprietor, and Gerrit Union will be held in the Holland City
is the main feature of these Troches, and
day and Wednesday, nt Otsego. The prepared in such a nice manner that they
Visscher Editor, of the De Standaard enNews office, on Monday evening, August soldiersall over Allegan county have been are craved for like Candy. The formula
joyed ajlfty at Macatawa Park last week.
7. Meeting will be expectedto take some drilling,and will present a fine appear- is on the box. See Pharmawpctia NeerThey entertain a very high opinion of this action on a proposed excursion.
landioi.—TW* is a excellent remedy for
ance. The Holland Soldiers’Union have
^ city and its hotel accommodations, judghoarseness, and is highly recomcnded for will leave Holland for Saugatuck, Douglas,and
By order of Commitee.
C hlcago , trl- weekly on
been invited to attend and it is expected public speakers.
ing from a recent issue of the paper. Was
that quite a number will go. Two-thirds
it fair gentlemen?
DR SCHOUTEN’8 COUGH BALSAM.
Dr. E. De Spelder will locate in this
fare on all the railroads.
This is a valuable combination of expec
city and his office will be with Dr. T. E.
jiuvuuuy,
torants and compounded in such a manner
Messrs. R. Kanters & Sons received a
Annis over the drug store of Kremer
that old and young pronounce it palatable.
at 3 o'clock p. ra.
car4oM of sheet iron this week. Twelve
Bangs. Dr. De Spelder Is well and faIn severe cases it is recommendedto take
thousand pounds of it will be used as a
a few of Dr. Schouten’s ExpectorantPills,
For Information in regard to passage and freight
Mr. Wm. De Pree’s new residenceis at night before retiring.
Khootlng for .U. new flouring
‘m d'5' and ‘T
Inquire at the store of K. J. Harrington, or at the
, . ...
.
Treason why he should not succeed m his
City
Hotel.
6,000 pounds will be used for the same
nearing completion.
R. A. SCHOUTEN, M. D., Proprietor.
profession.
purpose on the addition to the dry-house
PREFARED by
Unity milla are preparing for the busy
of the Cappon & , Bertsch Leather ComFare, $2.50:
Trip, $4.
Circuit court for Ottawa County opens season which
abou
i is ftboujito
conimenjke.
\ • ___ . .
next Monday with thirty-eight cases on
the

joyous

/

The

A

DOUGLAS

&

„

ZEELAND ITEMS.

,mill,

.

T”"

‘T

Round

pany.

SCHOUTEN & SCHEPERS,

of this city having charteredher for the

chancery, five. The most important of

occasion. The boat Will leave Harring- the crimiaal cases are the People tf. Au
dock at 7:30 o’clock a. m. and will gust flepner, murder; the People ra. Geo.

as well as ever.

Harvest

Is

very near over and the hum’

ton’s

leave Muskegon
p.

on the return trip at 6
m. Tickets, 75 cents, or $1.25 for

gentlemen and lady.

JiTnK

following persons registeredat the

week and took in Mac-

City Hotel this

atawA Park and Bay. This

list of

Lewis, robbery, and four cases for viola-

law. Among the civil
cases are those of Martin Walsh w. Geo.
D. Sisson and Marlin Huizinga by next
friend w. the Cutler & Savidge Lumber
tion of the liquor

Co.

does not include the large list of other
traveler* Who came on business, etc. :

machine is heard in

of the threshing

qburters. Wheat

is

very

fair

all

in this im

Kremers & Bangs,

•

---

-deaier^in

mediate locality.

Mr. J. Den Herder
to the wants

the

course

MICH.

is kept busy tending

of our public. His store is

-

Drugs, Medicines,
PAINTS, OILS, ETC.

village.

W.

Mr. I. Peak, our Veterinary Surgeon,
Hope Church— Rev. D. Van Pelt, Pastor.
Having purchased the entire stock and
M. Schouller, Chicago; B. 0. Price, Chi- Services at 10 :30 a. ra., and 8 o’clock p. m. fell through a defective board in the sidecago; H.‘ O.. Carr and wife, J. M. Wilcox,
First Ref. Church, (Church Edifice)— walk one day last week, and fractured “good will” of T. E. Annis & Co., we
and wife, S. P. Bennett, Grand Rapids l Services at 9:30 a. m., aud 2 p. m.
two ribs. Dr. McK Best was called and will endeavor to merit, by fair treatment
W. H. Teetzll, New York; H. Seymour,
done
all that was necessary to relieve the and honest competition,a share of the
First Ref. Church, (College Chappy—
Wm. M. Phelps, R.J. Hanabell, A. Wood, Services 9:30 a. m. and 2 p. m. The sufferingsof his patient.
patronage of this public.
Grand Rapids; H. P. Hall, Kalamazoo.
services will be conducted by Rev. B. Van
A party of gentlemen employed on the

Chicago and West Michigan Railway
started for Macatawa Park last Friday.
In going there they report having had a
splendid time, but coming back, it was
rather dark, aud they could not see to
and rqn ashore. That was the

steer the boat

reason they did not gut

home

to their

families and friends in the evening.

They

say there was plenty of wind, but it did

New

Holland.

tor; servicesat 9:30, a.

m. and 2

p.

fully

William W. Averill and wife to Tboma* Hall
4 acre In a w cor. of n e >4 sec. 24-8-14. |4(J0.
Last Tuesday the Grand River Valley Henry Van Werven and wife to Albert C. Northhonse, und. X easterly 22 ft of lot 53 Grand
Medical Society met in this city at the

The meeting was called to

by the President,Dr. Weston, of
Grandville,
and the followingmembers
Dutch Ref. Church, of Holland, and
were
present
at roll call: Drs. J. W.
Harm Brock and others os. Teunis KepCooper,
Sec’y,
of Grandville;Strong, of
pcl and others, the complainants comByron
Center;
Wallus,
of Sparta Center;
menced taking testimony last Thursday

Arend

Visscher, Circuit Court Goldborough, of Eastmanville;Baert and

Cornmissioner,at his office iu

this city,

Huizinga, of Zeeland; Yates, of Overysel;

David K.

Rom

land In n e

K

KEHERS & BANGS.
Holland, Mich.,

April 19th. 11-ly

excitement

Macatawa Park, and we lear

at

the following particulars from

a

person

who ought to know. It was about mid
night,

when

terrible

and tremulous screams

were heard by the “campers,” but it was
soon evident that the disturbance proceeded from the

fair throats of

frightenedmaidens,

Park.

It

who

two very

are camping

at

seems that a mouse had ob-

tained shelter under the covering of the
couch of the two ladies in question, and
had made

Its presence

known in

Otto Breyman

to their great alarm.

The

4—8—17.

$530.

little

pail.

S

—

TORE

^

STEKETEE &B0S,

Etc.

Can now be found, not alone a complete atock
of Groceries.— always of the Preahestand Purest,
bat also all kinds or Farmers Produce, Provlalons.
Etc.,
’
Alsoa very large and assorted stock of

DRY GOODS
Which wc mend to keep as completeas possl
ble

embracing

all the I test

and best made fabrlca

25-6-15.

$725.

the older doctors entered into a general

discussion,comparing notes of their
various experience which was highly enjoyed and appreciated by the younger

members of the society. Jtwas Chen
solved to hold the next meeting at

re-

White

Cloud, and the meeting adjourned.
iVednesday morning at 8 o’clock the
doctors, with their wives and children,
embarked on the steamer H. F. Brower
and were taken to Macatawa Park* where
the day was spent in enjoying the various

various
___ ___ _
sports and pleasures for which
_

Macatawa

8TEKETEE
1880.
GREAT REDUCTION
A B08.
86-ly

C.

IN PRICES IN

J.

THE

—

f

1

ALBERS,

8th Street,

*

Van Raalte and wife to Gerrltie D. W.
routine business was gone through with, Beni.
Vllzeo, e tf lot 11 blk 9 b w add Holland. $80.

FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.

—

$1,000.
John Bell and wife to Peter Welters, lot 32, Grand
Haven. $275.
Orson G. Ewln* and wife to PhilipJ. Tresoh and
* n e * n w * sec. 84-8-16. $220.
Johannes Olssoo and wife to Per Ponlson, pt lot 1
blk 5 Akeley’s add Grand Haven. $175.
Jans Slaar to Gerrit J. Venrink, e tf e tf s w tf
sec.

& Glassware.

JEWELRY
STORE
OP—

*

HOLLAND, MICH.

Clocks which have been sold

for $4, are

now for sale at $8. The entire stock on
hand will be sold at that rate. Plated
ware; Spectacles, etc., etc., will be sold at
cost for the next 60 days.'

Jewelry, Watches,
Silnnrui,

PliUnre, ui fuoj Sooh

Ueert Dalman and wife to Abel Klaverenga. lot 18
blk 15 ew add Holland. $875.
Martin L. Chryspell and wife to Sarah M. Briggs,
1 have engaged the aervlces of Mr. N.
etfntfnetfnwtfsec. 86-7-15.$100.
Reynolds,
Chicago,
expert
Miner Hedges and wife to Wendall Spinner• w tf
mechanic,
will dp the repairingof
n e tf sec. 82-8-14.$250.
Girard H. Drew and wife to Joseph Dearborn, s tf watches, so that our work can be warn tf
w tf sec. 4-5-18. $1.60).
ranted.
John Hewey Stoddardto David More S acre In n e
cor etf n e tf sec. 86-7-14.
William.J. Ackerman and wife to Boole de Vries,
All
1 acre In n w corner n w tf n w tf sec. 85-7-14.
$50.
to be just as
WilllaraT. McCue to Thomas Hefferan, w tf s e tf
sec. 84—7—14.$750.
Healy C. Akeley and wife to C. A W. M. R’y Co.,
I will alto keep on band a fall line of
all those parts blk 2, 9, 4, Akelej’sadd Grand
Haven lying sooth of right of way of D. G. H.
&
R. R. and west and north of the 0. A W.
M. R'y Go’s depot gronnd and right of way.

H.

of

an

who

the Goods are

Oct.

15.

1881.

DON’T FAIL TO CALL

R. A.

87-ly

ON

DRAYMAN

At the old place

of L. T. Kanters.

An entire new atock of

warrantep

represented.

FANCY GOODS,

SPECTACLES CIGARS and TOBACCOS.

M

ladies.

$625.

/

—and a—

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

Come and examine our stock. No
mouse, after its terrible L wrry that we were unable to accept the >-$800.
Omar H. Slraonda and wife to JosephineL. Doane, trouble to show Goods.
misfortune,found a watery grave in a /kind invitation to accompany them on
tf
w tf tec. 8-6-15. $259 26.
O. BRBYMAN.
Hewey Brower to John Peterson,lot 6 blk 5
water
— /] jjjejr excursion.
Holland, Mich., Jan. 1, 1881. 48-ly
Boltwoods add Grand Haven. $250.
The poor

C.

—

OFi

•Dealer in-

Henry Yonkcr and wife to Johannes Yonker. pt lot
9 blk 1 Munroe & Harris add Grand Haven.

At IpVrk and Bay are fisVbecomTn'gfamoua" Melnt Venhulzen and wlfs to Simon Van den
Berg part lot 1 blk 8 Monroe A Harris’ add
the last hour of writing, were slowly re- |\ve thank the members of the society for
Grand Haven.
W. Embody to Nelly Harper, 18 acres
covered from their thrilling.adventure, the courtesy shown to us, and we are very Charles
more or leas In • e tf n w tf sec. tt-T-15.
way.

'

Holland, Oct. 12th,

until .Friday

Last Thursday night there was quite a

'file

Compounded.

and wife to Jeremiah O’Brien.

sec.

Vogel and wife to Johannes Van Dvk, pt
noon there was but Mabbs, of Fillmore; A. G. Manting, of Cornelins
lot 9 blk 5 Akeley’s add Grand Haven. $250.
little others than documentaryevidence Graafschap; H. Kremers, R. B. Best, IU Latnbm OeerUnjiB to John Geerllngs, a w tf s e tf
offered. The further taking of testimony A. Schouten, T. E. Annis, F. J. Schouten, Jan de Weerd to iohannea de Weerd, e tf lot5blk
3 w add Holland. $475.
is adjourneduntil Tuesday morning the L. Schiphorst,W. Van Putten, and E.
Albert de Woerd and wile to BenJ.-Van Raalte.
De
Spelder,
of
this
city.
After
some
w tf lot 10 blk 9 • w add Holland. $80.
15tb inst.

and

— —

Physicians Prescriptionscare- Crockery, Stone

and 7:30 p. m.

City Hotel.

DRY GOODS

•

Holland Christian Ref. Church — Ser- For the week ending July 29, 1882.
vices at 9:30 a. m. and 2 p. m.
This list includes only such as seem to
Methodist EpiscopalChurch— Rev. M.
be bona fide sales, quit claims, where the
D. Terwllliger, Pastor. Services at 10:30 consideration is very small, not given.

In the suit of the Consistory of the First order

before

County.

m.

Haven. $700.

not seem to propel the boat.

1

Real Estate Transfers in Ottawa

Third Ref. Church— Rev. D. Broek, Pas-

a. m.,

— — AND

on the corner of River & Ninth Sts.

Religious services for fo-morrow:

Ess, of

GROCERY
—

most complete and best Dry Goods

and Grocery store in the

NEW

THE

IN

choon; wlta^fell*
wlnwTfell down cellar \
Mrs. L. Schoon,'
steamer Douglas will run an ex- the calendar which are classifiedas folDRUGGISTS,
cursion to Muskegon on Tuesday, August lows: Criminal, fifteen;jury, five; non- and injured herself quite severelya ihort* ujoLLAND
15th, Star Hook and Ladder Co., No. 1, jury, ten; law and imparlance, three; time ago, is recovering and will soon be Ju-\t

The

. Complete and

well selected stock of
Photo, and Autograph

.AJL-BTJIKIS
As cheap as the cheapest.
Hollinb, Mich., Veb.

9,

1882.
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THE DYING CHILD.

and looked him full in the face and
wakened him.
It was Nnt Crackers’ “ cook week,”
and he tod left a cup full of coffee hot
by the fire, where the boystill lay. With
an air of desperation, he was now down

*T HANK CHBIRTIAX ASDKMOK.
1 MD tired ; I long to sleep so !
bit Uijr boeom tw my sleepingpUco;
promise me thon wilt not weep so,
for thy tears fall burning on my face.
’Us eold, and there the clouds are fleeting ;
But in Dreamland there are sunny skies;
lad the angel children give me greeting,
Boon as I have closed my weaned eyes.

Stotber,

Om
Wn

on his knees, with his sleeves rolled up,
before a tub full of boiling hot water
obstinately greasy tin plates.

and

He mode an experimental dive with his
big fist into the boiling water, and then
suddenly leaped up, and, hopping high

But

thou see that angel coining,mother?
Dost thou hear the music of its wins s ?
White they arc; they shine on one an ther;
Beautiful from God the light He brings.
Boey wings are coming, too, from heaven ;
Angel children wave them hs they fly—
Mother, shall I live till mine are given"
Dr. bjfore I get them, must I die ?
Mother, wherefore dost Uiou look so earnest?
Wherefore dost thou press thy cheek to mine?
Wet it feels, and yet like fire thon burliest ;
Surely,mother, I rlmd still lie thine!
Thou hast promised me thou wouldst not weep so;
If thou sobtiest, I shall sob with thee !
Db, 1 aiii so tired : I long to llMp so!
Mother, look ! the angel kisses me.

DAMM1XU THE SACRAMENTO.
Away up under the .shadows of Mount
Shasta, plunging down to the south,
foaming,shouting,thundering down the
land as if to shake the mountains loose,

the new-horn Sacramento river is us
eold and clear and white ns the eternal
mows that feed his thousand gold-hearing tributaries.

Long

ago, in the early days of Califor-

when

all the rivers there were
thought to be full of gold, it was considered a matter of course that the great
Sacramento, tar up at its source, was al50 gold-bearing, aud that it only needed
men and a little labor to "wing-darn”
the stream some summer, and find a vein
of gold almost as rich as the famous deposits of the Feather aud the American
livers,which feed the Sacramentoand
drain the melting snow at the Sierras
far away to the
i
And so it was in the spring of 18 —
with this purpose in view, that a party
of strangers in San Francisco hastily
pooled their fortunes, consisting mainly
of hope and muscle, and, ascending the
Bacramento river to within thirty miles
of its source, settled down there aud began to cut it in two with a wing-dam.
How, in one short and yet uncompletr
•d summer, these ten men had managed
to do the amount of work which they
had, it is hard to say. Winter was not
lar off at the farthest in this altitude,
hot then how a man working for himself
will strike'out, with the thouglkt conatantly before him that the neat blow of
his pick may mean to him wife, children, father, mother, home, or, what is
Hie same thing, gold that would pave the
road leading back to these and all else

nia,

south.

,

on his naked heels, launched into a series of incoherentoaths, which was timidly interrupted by the boy.
“ Let mo wash rem for you, please ?’’
“You?” said Nut Crackers, savagely,
in an effort to vent some of his irritation
on the newcomer.
Yes, as scon as I wash my .bands,”
" You’d better drink your cottee, and
get some color in your face first.”
“ I will. But, sir, I want to wash the
dishes for you. I know how. I always
washed the dishes for mother at home
when she whs sick. ”
Nutcrackers stopped swearing.Pretty
soon he came up to the boy, who was
washing his hands and face in the little
stream that slid through camp, and,
snapping his fingers, which were as red

But even a few inches would be enough
to hide a vein of incalculable wealth.
Who should dare to doubt, after afi
they had endured and dared ? No, there
was no possible show for fortune to
escape them. The gold must be there.
For was not winter nipping at their
heels ? Was not the last bit of rusty
old bacon in the camp-kettle with the
last handful of Chili beans? They had
not tasted bread since the Sunday before, the last time they had all gone
down to the Flat, and then they had
pawned the last six-shooterof the
crowd for a last square meal. Bread
Their bread was hope. And of that they
had plenty.
!

But now the boy fell ill— suddenly and
dangerously ill. • Ho had never quite
pulled up, and now, all at onCe, just as
they were about to strike it, just on the
eve of the next to the last day, he broke
down and lay half- delirious with a fever
as the men came up from the mine by
moonlight and quietly gathered about

him. They had somehow learned to
love him in spite of themselves.
He was indeed very ill. But what
could they do? There was no doctor at
the Flat. There was not even a drug-

power of tne mountain pines was in his

FERRY DAVIS’

voice.

Ana tne

boys no longer looked down
or turned aside now. They shook hands

in hearty mountain fashion, and sang
and sang together again. It seemed
that they had never become acquainted
through all that summer before.
When they had finished the hymn for
the second time, the man from Maine
grasped the hands of Lazarus and Nut
Crackers,and cried out,
“ Once more, boys I Once more ! And,
boys, the p’int and main thing in the
prayin’ and the singiu’ is that the kid
gits well, of course. But, boys, chip in
a sort o’ side prayer for the mine. Now,

Pain-Blkt
A SAFE AND SURE

REMEDY FOR
Rheumafeiii,
Neuralgia,

Cramps,

all together :
From Greenland’s icy meo-n-n-t’ina,

Yes, boya, heave it in for the mine, on
the sly, Iflte. Keep her up, now ?
From Injy’a coral str-a-u,
Where Afric’s sunny feo-n-n-t’ins
Boll down tbeir'g olden »-a-n.
Yes, boys, weather eye on the mine ;
don’t cost a cent more, you know, to
come right out flat-footedfor the mine,
so that she can’t miss in the mornin’

under

no

,

Cholera,
Diarrhoea,
Dysentery.

possible derned circum -

stances.”

and

The song was finished, and with light
hearts they laid down at midniglit— soldiers in the trenches, waiting for the

Bruises,
been, what
dawn.
as boiled craw-tisli,said
then? Every pistol, ritle, knife, every
The boy had heard and understood it
‘ Kid, Lave you got a mother, aud do
availablearticle, had been pawned
you
? But bah ! Yea, wash ’em. “put up,” as thef called it— to carry on all. He was not so ill now. Care, the
AND
thought of those at home, the hope deit’s not a man’s place to wash dishes.
the work.
Scalds,
Wash ’em and clean up about camp.
“Boys,” at last cried Timothy, the ferred — these things had made the heart
Got no money to pay you ; we’re all on impulsive young fellow who had first sick and the body sick. But now he
should have gold ! Gold ! Gold ! Not
the verge. But you dean up about here, welcomed him; “boys, I have an idea
Toothache
and stay ’round for grub ; time enough yes, boys, I have. Let’s make the kid for himself had he come to the Sierras.
AND
But there was a mother who had been
to get down to the Flat after beans.”
a pardner ! ”
tenderly
reared,
there
was
a
father
who
Aud with this he unrolled his sleeves
“ Jist as we’ie striking ! ” murmured a
Headachi.
had been a scholar in his day, then the
„nd hobbled off down to the mine, leav
voice with a Southern accent, out on the
little
ones—
all
these
had
been
pitched
FOR BILE BI ALL DRUGGIST*.
jug the boy in charge of the few blankets, edge of the dark. Then, after a pause
"ITTL
brush-beds,camp-kettles, pans and old long enough to turn a quid, the voice headlong into the wilderness, aud were 1 boots which made up the tangible fort- answered itself : “Waal, yes, Timothy.” utterly out of 'place. How he pictured ' IBS. LYDIA L PUKHAM, OF LYNH, MISS
the return— the escape from the wilderune of the “Sacramento Wing- Dam
Nut Crackers was not a talker. His
ness 1 It made the blood leap iu his
Company.”
lips quivered a little, and he went outheart, and after a night of sleep he felt
When the ten tired men came to din- side in the dark.
a new flush of strength wkh the first
ner that day they found such a change
There was a deep silence. The propgrav of dawn, when the men were on
for the better that they persuaded the osition seemed absurd to nearly every
boy to stay. True, they had no money, man there. The river surged on, now their knees before the fortune in the
even for themselves ; out, when they louder, now softer ; the fire leaped and mine.
No man had tasted food. No man
“struck it”— and strike it they must licked its red tongue, as if about to break
the very next week — he should be paid, the stillness, and that was all. But Tim- thought of that. And well enough, too.
and paid well. And with this under- othy was in dead earnest, and, hearing No ! Their first meal should be down
standingthey went back to their work a voice out in the dark breaking the at the Flat. They would all take back
their pistols, rifles, rings and knives, aud
that afternoon, leaving behind them a awkward silence never so faintly,was on
pay the men with the gold ravished from
boy with a lighter heart than he had his feet.
borne for half a year.
“He may die, boys. He may not the uuwillingriver.
The boy sat on the bank, wrapped in
The men worked like beavers now. live till morning.”
a blanket, just above the knot of eager,
The summer had slipped away, and win“ In that case— in that case, I guess
store.

And

if there

had

:

—

‘

-

;

__
_

!

j

|

ter had taken possession of the summits we can do it,” chipped in the
of the mountains,and set them with Maine.
snowy castles. The river was rising
“Look here, boys, if we

man from

breathless

men. The

dull, blunt pick-

axes were driven to the eyes at every
stnke it, blow. The wornout shovels sent the
every day, inch by inch. They must there is enough for us all. And if — if — ” gravel ringing to the rear. Only one
g /firUtS
5
cut quite across the river-bed, and strike here Timothy’s two forefingers hooked foot now remained
Was
the
gold
hidden
in
the
last
little
the vein before the river broke over the together angrily, as if they were ready
crevice in the river? Where was it ? It
wing-dam, or all their labor would be to strangle each other at the thought
dear to him
was there It must be there ! But
Late one evening, as the brawny, lost They had already, even in mid- “ if we don’t strike it
”
hairy, half-robed miners still wrestled summer, pierced the center of the riverSeveral of the men were on their feet where ?
At last the pickax struck through.
with the bowlders down in the bed of bed and thrown the stormy stream be- and glaring at each other. The speaker
VSSBTABLE COMPOUND,
The gravel shekved off and fell dowu
Hie river, which as yet had yielded no hind them. They were pow on the hastened on :
latPoBltlreCare
______we
... will.
______ _
aecrets, a pale, slim boy stood on the farther side, and were cutting straight
“ _____
But of course
Boys, it’s with a dull thud, and a pan was washed
far all tkaaa Painful CaaplaloU and WaakaauM
hank and inquired in a helpless way, for the bed-rock bank that cropped out ; there. Of course it’s there. It’s got in a trice.
•o common to our boot femalo population.
Not a color
and with a weak, tired voice, if they did not twenty feet away. They had begun to be there. I never doubted, boys.
It will cur* antirely tha worrt form of Famal* Com*
Aud not an oath was heard ! Draw a pl.into,all orariantroublee. Inflammationand Uloara
with the rock-bed on the otLer side, and But I am a bit superstitious.And, as I
not want ’‘to hire help.”
Hon. Tallin* and Dijplacemanti,
and tha conmqooal
The men stopped,looked up, then at had followed the rock-bcd across the en- sat there looking iu that boy’s face. I red line right here and remember it.
Mch other, then at the boy above them tire bed of the river. The gold must lie says tomyseil, says I, boys, God wouldn’t, Not a single oath was heard. And these Ip Inal Wcaknem, and la particularly adapted to tta
men were neither unskilled nor out of Change of lifa.
an the bank, and then they roared with somewhere ahead of them— somewhere couldn’tdisappoint that face. Now, if
It wiU dissolve and eipel turnon from the uterus 1*
within the next twenty feet. It was now he was in with us, boys, we couldn’t pos- practice in that line
' ^
an early etage of development. The tendency to canQuietly and mechanicallythe boy cerous humors there Incheckedvery speedily by its use.
Hire help ! Look here, are yon the only a question of cb.ys, of hours. This, sibly miss it to-morrow.”
removee falntnees, flatulency, destroys all craving
help howled the strongest of them, be it remembered,was in the early days, No man answered, but several crossed went back aud gathered up the few old forItstimulants,
and reHeveaweakntea of the stomas*.
when all men still obstinatelybelieved over to the other side of the fire to the blankets that would bear transportation. It curse Bloating,
tailed Samson.
Headaches, NervousProstration,
Joseph
w,»nt
un
the
river a little way.
that gold must lie in veins and strata.
“Yes, sir.”
boy, and Lazarus put out his hand to
opened the floodgates, and, aa the last Ooneisil Debility, gloeplasanem,DepreeMon and lad*How full of hopQfi of heart, were these the gum-rer
u?uuen.y, ao
Again the ragged men leaned on their
suffererauu
and sam,
safff, tenderly,
as ho
man climbed out of the pit, leaving the geetloa.
That feelingof bearingdown, eauMng pain, weight
picks and shovels, lifted up their heads men who had been shut up there in a’ took up the thin aud helpless fingers :
and backache,U alwaye permanently cured by Its us*.
battered
tools behind him, the waters
You’re
one
gaping crevice of the earth all summer
“Shake, pardner, shake.
and. roared.
It will almll times and under all circumstance#
act In
came booming over likd a mighty inof us now.”
^ Bay, are you an orphan?” laughed Not one doubted that they would strike
harmony with the laws that govern the femaletyAem.
flowing
Even the sour and silent man from
For the cure of Ildnoy Complaintsof oither so this
*Col. Lasses,”turning a quid. “ We’re it — a little yellow vein deep in the bed
The huge and weary old wheel ceased
of this stormy river, where the finger of Maine came up and shook the boy’s
Compound Is unsurpassed.^
___
all orphans here, and a long ways from
to creak, and the Sacramento swept on
LYDIA E. PIKKHAMM VEGETA*** COMhand
; then, as he shuffledoff te his
God
had
placed
it
in
the
dawn
of
creahome. Are you an orphan and a long
POUND is prepared at Ml and Ml Western A venae,
in its old swift fashion.
tion. Banks might fail, ships founder side of the fire, he said, half to himway from home ?”
The group of men was not so de- Lynn, Maas Pries*. Blx bottlesfor*, dantbynma
In the form of pills,also Inths form of lotengea, ••
“No, sir,” piped the tired boy. “I at sea, but this gold— it was there 1 It self :
pressed, not so miserable, after all, as
receipt of pries, * per bos for either.MmHnkham
“Well, if we do miss it neow, there’s yon might think, as they hobbled back
am not an orphan, but I am a long way had to be there ! A little yellow river
freely answers all letters of laqulry. Bend lor pamphof virgin gold 1
one
good
deed
we
git
credit
for,
anyfrom home.”
to camp and took up their blankets. let Address as above. Mtniion tAle Pop*.
These ten men did the work of forty. heow.”
*4 Well, you better start home, then.
True, they turned their heads for a last
“Key-rect,boys,” said the laconic look as they climbed the hill away from ||
It will be dark by the time yon get They could hardly wait for dawn, and
they worked at night while the little Colonel, as he gave the hand of fellow- the bar, but it was noticeable that
there. I guess. From the Flat, eh ?”
.....
---- *—
“From the flat, sir? What is that?” stars stood sentinel at the castles of ship and walked off, feeling somewhat still did not swear. The man from Maine
*‘Why, Portuguese Flat,” chimed in a snow above them. They scarcely ate broader m the chest and bigger about muttered something about yet making
their food, they were so eager. How- the heart than he had for a year. “But the river pay by rafting himber dowu it,
tall fellow, with a touch of gentleness in
his voice. “It’s four miles down, the ever, there was little to eat. They did if God A’mighty goes back on us now but that was all.
caily mining camp on this end of the not wear much clothing,though winter after what we’ve done— wa-al, I’ll jist—”
The boy’s legs failed him at the first
river. Where did yon come from, my was in the air. One man had not even But the last of this speech was drowned hill, and Nut Crackerstook him upon his
the fragments of sleeves to his only re- in the roar of the Sacramento river as shoulders. Soon another took him, and
kid, that you didn’t know that, eh?"
“ Why, sir, I came from the other maining shirt This was the mau called it rolled away in the darkness with its so in a sort of glorious rivalry these vanSamson. He had arms like a giant, mighty secret that, on the morrow, quished Trojans reached PortuguesoFlat.
way— down from Oregon.”
and would show the kuots of muscle of should be torn from its very heart.
And as, tired and heartless,they stumSome of the men caught their breath
his arms by the firelightand boast of his
In the lull which followed, a voice was bled into the town, they lustily sang a
and looked at each other, and others
strength by the hour. He had a theory heard out in the dark in the direction song, with these words for the chorus
ahook their heads. But the very tall
that Ids arms should always be entirely toward which Nut Crackers had gone,
and ragged one, who was called “Nut
And we dammed the Sacramento
naked. He said he had torn off aud stumblingand twisting his long, unAh it was never dammed before.
Crackers,” leaned soberly aside 09 his
thrown away his splendid sleeves in or- gainly legs over the great bowlders.
Joseph had the boy on his shoulders,
. ,
der to give the muscles of his arms full And as one of the men spoke to the kid
At last one of the men, a sprightly,
while Nut Crackers followed close beplay, and he advised all the boys to do by the fire of to-morrow,of the gold, the
Jaaad&omeyonng fellow called Timothy,
hind ; and in this order they entered the
the same. But it so happened that one going home, the wife waiting at the door
threw .down his long- handled shovel
only hotel, with the others stringingin
night, after one of these boastful exhibi- three thousand miles away, the old
and, coming up out of the mine, said:
after them.
tions, having undertaken to dry the mother waiting with one foot in the
“Well, my kid, you may not be an
“ Barkeep’,” began Joseph, as he setsocks of these giants on a pole by the grave, who could not go to rest till she
orphan, but you’re a mighty long ways
tled the load on his shoulders, “we
fire as they slept, the l>oy discovered said good-by to her boy, the moon seemed
from home ; about a thousand miles, I
wants to pawn this 'ere boy. Yes, we
that Samson had torn off the coverings to come down out of heaven to see
guess. And as you can’t get back there
do. We want to pawn this boy for one
of Ids arms that he might protect his and the river to stop and listen.
to-night, you’d better bunk with us— eh
square meal to get away on, and we’ll
This was the eve of battle. Wnat
feet
come back in the spring and redeem
Cl
victory or defeat for to-morrow ! No
It is to be recorded that the early Calhim. Yes, we will If we don’t, bar“Bet your boots 1” cheerily cried Nut
ifornian was particularly partial to bib- coward had as yet ever set liis face for keep’, may we never strike it — here or
Crackers at his side, as he twirled a
lical names. There was one of this the Sierras. Each mau here was a hero. up yonder.”
Hostetler** Stomach Bitter* extirpate* dy*p<*p*ia with
finger playfully through the bqy’s yellow
party called Joseph. “We calls 1dm And every one of these worn-out fellows
And
what a dinner it was !
greatercertaintyand promptitude than any known
ton.
Joseph because one day he fell in the had a heart like a girl. Even the
But Joseph, Timothy, Samson, Laz- remedy, and la* mo*t genial invigonnt,appetizerand
A heavy-booted, half -bear creature, pit ; ^nd then, he’s the biggest fool in laconic Colonel hooked his knuckles in
arus, gentle Nut Crackers, where are you aid to aecietion.These are not empty auertion*,aa
that came crawlingout of the mine after the camp,” said Lazarus, a bony, pock- I his eyes, and, turning away so os not to
of our countrymen and women who have ex.
now? And what befell you, brave* sol- thousand*
Ids young partners, grunted out a qualiperieneed ita effect# are aware, bat are backed up by
marked, thought man, aaide to the
Cracker8 ain, ont diers of fortune, after you came back in
irrefragablo proof*. The Hitler* alio give a healthful
fied assent, and the party went slowly
the spring and redeemed the pledge ? Itimulu*to the urinary organ*.
fringing out toward the bush shanty of
One of this company was now called there a-prayin’ 1”
Are you climbing the mountains still?
tr For sale by all Druggiitaand Dealer*generally.
Hm company, which stood a little way Col. Lasses. Coj. Lasses was from the • As the man came back out of the dark
Or have you left them forever and beYET AXTED— A well-qualifiedAgent, ladv or gentleback from the foaming river. Others ; South, and chewed tobacco. Perhaps a song burst out in the mountains by
come merchant princes, railroad kings, vf man, to represent onr Oorapany In thia town and
followed, for the sun was down, aud it nothing pleased the Colonel better than ; the camp-fire such as the Sierras had
country. Bualnes*permanent and extraorand leaders of your fellow-men? If surrounding
dlnury compensation Insured. Inclose stamp for term*.
wm time to “knock off.”
firing tobacco-juice at the thousand little ; never heard before and will never hear there is one of you living anywhere, in Magneton Appliance Co.. 218 State 8t., Chicago,I1L
The boy was weary and altogether lizards that darted up and down the | again. It was not the words, not the
whatever circumstances, answer one who
wretched. He was tall and pole and shining white bowlders that strewed the 1 ail, not the singular occasion. But it
loves you well, for he it was you pawned
thin, like a weed that had grown in bar. I forgot to say that Col. Lasses was the heart, the hope — the extreme of
for your dinner when you dammed the
toadow, and was not likely to be an was not his name. Lazarus, in a burst hope which is despair. It was the old
Sacramento. — Joaquin Miller.
CAPITAL.
addition to the working force of the of confidence toward the boy, hod in- and simple song, lined by the man from
; hut he was reserved and respectformed him that thev at first called the Maine:
Investors of small and medium
Two young rascals,true types of
amounts in Grain, Provisions and
From Greenland’s Icy meount’lns,
fid, and so eager to help about the camp
Colonel “Molasses oug”— uot because
Blocks
as fully protected as most
From Injy's coral stran’;
American boys, were arrested in a Philin bringing w6od and water, and so he was sweet, but because he looked it
extensive and influentialoneratora
Where Afrlo's sunny feountln*
Our successful,luUy tried, old eaadelphiapark for boisterous aud troublecareful not to be in the way, that he was But they had found it a little too long
Uoll down their golden sau’.
____ . _ tablisbed pi&3 Tnr It
tolerated until after the tired men had pnd finallypushed it down to “Lassea.
Perhaps it was the “golden sand” that some conduct. Being locked up in an
sent weekly, dividends paid lueutavv.aauaa ly. Send at once for explain,tory
tod their suppers. Aud then when they
There now remained only a few feet had so long filled their souls, sleeping underground cell they amused themdrculsrs and nast record, nutm.
tod filled their pipes and had thrown between the energetic miners and the and waking; maybe it was the “icy selves by catchingrats and tying them
• IWvideudspaid during past thirteen
months on tills fund $t>G.71 per
toemselvee about tne roaring and sweet- abrupt bed-rock wall before them. Yet mountains” about them that invoked the to empty cigar boxes that happened to
Share. Address FLEMMING *
selling fire of yew and juniper, he was no man for a moment entertained a song. But whatever it was, the hymn fee within peaeh. When their respective ___ __ _ MKKRIAM, 141 * 143 LaSalh.
STOCKS
sujChirw.m.
to feel quite at home, and soon shadow of doubt that his fortime lay broke out and rolled on to the full com- paternals arrived they found their wild
BfiTWe want a local agent la
sous
engaged
in
betting
their
loose
fell so soundly asleep by the fire that he
.
^
^
every town. Excellent lad ucethere in virgin gold. Or if any man for pletion as strong and as resolute as the
mentg.
Good pay to a responslknew nothing more till the sun came an instant had a doubt, he kept it to river it outaung. The man from Maine change upon a rat race. They were enble. enterprising man. Write for
tenilri.
down over the mountains next morningk himself. True, only a few feet remained. sang loudest of all : it seemed that tUc ioyinir the situation amazingly.
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ADVICE TO CONSUMPTIVES.

the habit of liberalitywas formed.
There is no yoke like' that of habit.
Now I like to give.”

A Mississippi Pilot's Story.
passenger, who w*s going down
the big river for the first time in his life,

The

secured permission to elimb up beside
the pilot, a grim old grayback, who
never told a lie in his life.
“Many alligatorsin the river?” asked
the stranger, after a look around.
“Not so many now, since they got to
shootin’ ’em for their hide and taller,”
was the reply.
“Used to be lots, eh?”
“I don’t want to tell you about ’em,
stranger,” replied the pilot, sighing

—prompt metsures for

Beer Not Intoxicating.
[Testimony of Josk Billings,]

I

have finally com

to

the

conclusion that lager beer as a beverage
is not intoxicating.
I hav ben told so by a German who
drank it all night long, just to try the
experiment,and was obliged to go home
sober in the morning. I have seen this
same man drink eighteen glasses, and if
he was drunk it was in German and no-

should be taken.
Consumption is scrofulous disease of the lungs
—therefore use the great anti-ecrofula,orblood
purifierand strength restorer,Dr. Pierce's
Golden MedicalDiscovery.” Bnperiorto ood
liver oil as a nnthtive, and unsurpassed as a
pectoralFor weak lungs, spittiugof blood
aud kindred affections it has no equal Sold by
druggists the world over. For Dr. Pierce’s
pamphlet on Consumption, send two stamps to
World's DispikbarxMedical Association,
relief

Buffalo, N. Y.

“Why?”

W

\

a’

killer.

excitementlasts,

all feeling of languorand distress is banished, but when the reaction comes,
'•the last state of that man is worse than the
first.” Invalids should trust more to nature for

The Poison of Tobacco Smoke.

contents of the

unsmoked part

to a reporter, in alluding to the growing
use of arsenic by ladies. “ If there is a
delicate tinge of red on the cheeks, don’t
be deceived. Paint, not nature, is re-

of a cigar

is in inverse ratio to the* size of this
part, i e. , more nicotine the shorter the
part. Evidently, in a burning cigar, the
slowly advancing zone of glow drives before it the distillablematters, so that in
the yet unburnt portion a constant accumulation of these takes place. It would
appear that in the case of cigars that are
poor in nicotine, more of this substance
relatively passes into smoke than in the
case of cigars with much nicotine ; also
that nicotine, notwithstanding its high
boiling point, has remarkable volatility.
— London Times.

The Hah|t

of Liberality.

A well known financier in New York,
who died lately, was noted during his
life for lavish and unceasing liberality,
as well as for the wisdom with which
he gave to individuals, charitableand
religious purposes— in a word, to every
worthy cause. On one occasion, twhen
a friend spoke to him of his generosity,
he said bluntly, “You mistake, lam
not generous. I am by nature extremely avaricious. But when I was a young
man I bad sense enough to see how
mean and belittling such a position was,
and I forced myself to give. At first, I
declare to you, it was a fortune to me to
part with a penny, but I persisted until

.

spomible for the bloom made hideous
and ghastly by contrast with the coarse
whitenessof the rest of the face. The
arsenic eater is seldom downcast or despondent. come what may, for the drug
not only affect* the skin, but produces
mental exhilaration. The plump uess
produced by arsenic is not natural
plumpness, but rather a dropsical condition of the skin. Cessation of the
habit causes this water-distendedskin
to collapse, and wrinkles and sallowness
are the inevitable results. Of course no
woman is willing to submit to this ordeal when it may be prevented, at the
mere sacrifice of health and intellect,by
a continuationof the use of the drug.
The inevitableresults of the ar.ienic
habit are hideous and incurablecutaneous eruptions and loathsome diseases of
the scalp, fallingout of the hair, dropsy,
and oftentimes insanity. But what care
the footlightfavorite or the society
belle for these trifling after-inconveniences so long as they can borrow illusive charms and fictitiousbeauty by the
use of a deadly drug?”
A physiciansays : " I know many who had
long Buffered from dyspepsia, weak lungs,
asthma, cousumptive symptoms,impure blood,
scroluia, etc., aud who found quick relief by
using Dr. Guysott’s Tonic of Yellow Dock, Sarsaparilla,etc."

T The New York Clipper mourns beall the serpent
si
cause Eve didn’t tell
“ not
this Eve, some other Eve.”

_

_____________
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AGENTS WANTED FOR

HISTORY

Mbs. Ewino, a Chicago lecturer on cookerv,
says that a chicken requires one hour of stewing for every year of its life. At last the secret

BY ALEXANDER

X* U. $.
H.

STEPHENS.

chicken, which is to be served at 6 o’clock in
the evening,is usually put ou the Are verv early
iu the morning.

conUlns nearly HOO tine portraits and mraTlMi
of bait Im and other historical semes, and is lha aui
comidrtesnd Talus' h> history rrer published. ItlaanM
by m'-aorijitlon only, and Ar>"t» are wanted m con*
comity. Send for circulsrs and extra tei ms to *g-irtg
Address National PuiiLisHiNa Go., Cnicago,IU.

Thousands upon thousands of bottles of
Carbolino, a deodorized extract of petroleum,
have Been sold, and from all over the laud
wimes one universal cry, "Carbolino,as now
improved aud perfected, is the best hair restorer ever useo.’’ Bold by all druggists.

rmjw
Musics
BRANCHES,LANGIMK&1
BUACKli

It

ENGLAND C0NSERVAT0RT OP

CUOUK

ARTS, ELOCUTIONE PHYSICAL!

rSPLENDIDLY.FURNISHEOl
Lin THE HEART OF BOSTON.
RARE ADVANTAGES. LOW RXItE.

In addressinga Snndav-scliool a speakersaid
to the boys, "Always be kind to your little sisters. Now I never had a little sister,and I
once tried to be kind to some other follow’ssister, bnt abe bad a cruel fattier, and he hurt mo
helping me off the front stoop.”

LROD

Eilert's Daylioht Liver Pills are a reliable remedy lor biliousness,headache,constip^
tion and liver diseases, and are the host preventive of fevers known. Bold by Druggist*.

benlrh,

suoh a thin* be possible.Sold tTeryatiisa.as

TEAS

medals at North Carolina State Fair, Centennial and Paris Exposition.

Boston,

In *bnDdance.-85Million
Imported last year .-Prices
than erer.-Agentswan
waste time. -Bend for clrcehr.

5Z-5K

ftSfffiSfoVMEg:

18

p.
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Ids.

The Duke of Albany,Queen Victoria’syoungest sou married, has alreadyreceived several
orders.— Ex. He robablv received them from

Choice Black or nixed, for

Preserve your harnessby using Uncle Sam's
Harness Oil, which closes the porea, keep* out
dust or dampness, making it soft and puabls.
Bold by Harness Makers.

MAKE HENS

LAY.

An Knfllth VeterinaryBurgeon and CheestaL mmm
trsTel'ngIn this country, says
that most of Iks Bora*
and Catllo Powders sold here are worthlesstraOhT He
lays that Sheridan's(fond. tion Powders are abeallrtste

A

fashionable summer drink is called
"Jumbo julep. ’ Probably because a man after
unbibiug a few glassesthinks he’s traveling
with a circus aud feels as if ho owns four legs.

________

fine teMiwnfulto one pint o( food. Sold
sent by mall for 8 letterstamps. I ,R.
Boston,Mass., formerlyBangor, Mo.

Over 200,000 Howe Scales have been sold,
and the demand increasingcontinuallv.Borden, Bel leek A Co., Agents, Chicago.Ill

evenyhsnaM

JOHNSON AGO-

L rlONE

Ji-

Some traits run in families.Hhakspearo’s
father, being illiterate, made his mark. Bo did
Bhakspeare.— IYjyis Siftings.
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Horrer, cattle, sheep and hogs are cured of
distemper, coughs, colds, fevers and most other

hCENTRATt

Barn’s Condition Powder.

Bold by Dnurgists.

^ ^

Alligator note-paper is ono of the latest
freaks in stationery.Going to bayou somoV

prunV.ALT ME

G.CP.f

GOOD NEWS

Try the new braud, Spring Tobacco.

XjADXXDBI
Qet up Club! tor ev otfr

" I see this has a little dashed your spirits,’’
is what the man said when ho put too much
water in his friend’sgoblet

B
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I
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(44 (itecafl,
1 osr own ImporUMaa.
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The Frazer is kept by all dealers. One box
lasts as long as two of any other. Iloceivod

diseases by
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FOR CIRCULAR. E.TOUf

riiraons* Pararntlve

An agricultural paper says: "You can make
your hens so lean they won’t lay.’’ Man alive,
that isn’t what ai s the hens at onr boarding
house. Tbey'ie so lean they can't stand.
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GRAY»H MPKC1FIC MEDICINE.
TRAD! MARK The Great Kv TRADC MARK

8 lea*

uuau Remedy.

^S;maplewoodH

TUTK.
PitUdeld,MaM

An unfailing cuis
nnlW
for Seminal
Wraknets, Kpennatiir*
rhea, Imnoloncy,
and all Diseases
that follow as a
sequenceof Self.
Abase; st lots of
Memory. Unlver
aall^iss
lude. DKin*
» tude.

te»«B8SBBS
NKW AND SECONDHAND.

IIARKIN IKON
ENGINESBWOKK.N.
Address

Titusville,Pa.

IErORlTAIIM.n“i-"f«.iSnfpr:'Ami
TAKUB.

niAturt) o.it Aire, and many other diaewB tbit leM la
IneanUy or Consumption and » Premature Grev*.
|*rFu;l partfeniani in onr pamphlet, which we deatre

r». nut a ia«
icAsapul. Illui*
"tratcdprlc«in»
GO.. MAiudnld.0.
t

threshers;
_
fre*.

THE AULTMAN

A

TAYLOR

to send free by mall to every one. |F“The KpociBe
Medicinela aold hy all druKRiata at 81 per package, OT
alx pickngea for $5, or will be sent free by mAiled receipt of the money, by addressing

A CURE PI

THE GRAY MEDICINE CO..
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low Wrapper ; the only genuine.
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North Topeka, Kan., Mav 12, 1881.
Warner & Co.: Sirs— Sharp pains in
the kidneys,frequent desire to urinate and
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Appearance of Arsenic Eaters.

the birr

LOOMIS

Utoutenburgh A Co., Chicago.

get the milk and bring her breakfast up to
her room.

muscularsystem is astonishing. Ask your

“Whenever you clap your eyes on a
woman as plump as a partridge, with a
milky whiteness of complexion, puffy
eyelids, and swollen skin, you’ve found
a victim of the habit,” said a physician

MactaiNUfr la the
World for
BORINQ sed DMLUNQ WELLS By

Druggists everywhere. Wholesale, Lord,

a

druggist to got it for you.

ROCK DRILLS
And

tractor a trial Bewaroof substitutes.Bold bv

fire,

action on the blood, lungs, liver, kidneysand

AUGERS,1

Horse or llota Powor I
Book Fan. Address

1

A series of experiments has been reAlter Eight Long Year*.
cently conducted by Herr Kissling, of their recovery and avoid the use of stimu-, C. C. Jacobs, 78 Folsom Street, Buffalo,
Bremen, with the view of ascertaining lauts as altogether injurious. Bo partial* writes that for eight long years ho had tried
to
fruit and vegetable diet and
the propertiesof nicotine and other choose such medicines as are strengibumng to every known remedy to cure’ him of piles, also
had been treated by physicians,without sucpoisonous substances in the smoke of the whole general system. To thw md no bet- cess, when he was ultimately cured by Thomas’
cigars. He specifiesas strongly poison- ter remedies can he used than Yellow Dock. Eclectric Oilous constituentscarbonic oxide, sul- Sarsaparilla, Juniper,Iron. Buchu. Celerv and
each of which huf separuio and disThe reporter of a New York paner went to
pheretted hydrogen, prussic acid, Calisaya,
tinct virtue, but when blended in a sinalo com- see the panorama of "Bnnvan’i Pilgrim’s
picoliue bases and nicotine. The first pound excel all other remedies in giving
Progress.” The man at the door refused to
three occur, however, in such small prohealth, strengthand vigor to overv part cf the
admit him without paving,aud the reporter
portions, and their volatilityis so great, body. Such a com|>otiiidis Dr. Guysott's Yel- said : ‘ Send Mr. Bunyan out hero ; ho will let
that their share in the action of tobacco low Dock and Sarsaparilla.Its harmonious me in.”
smoke on the system may be neglected.
The picoline bases, too, are present in
comparatively small quantity, so that
the poisonous character of the smoke
may be almost exclusively attributed to
the large proportionof nicotine present.
Only a small part of the nicotine in a
cigar is destroyed by the process of
smoking, and a relatively large portion
passes off with the smoke. The proportion of nicotine in the smoke depends,
of course, essentially on the kind of tobacco; but the relative amount of
nicotine which passes from a cigar into
smoke depends chiefly on how far the
cigar has been smoked, as the nicotine

WELL

has been discoveredwhv a boarding-house

"Is Mr. Vanderbilt in?” asked a gentleman
of a person who was lounging at the entrance
body could understand it
of the officers’apartments at the Grand CenIt is proper enuff to state that this tral depot, New York. The latter regar
“ 'Cause you’d think I was a-lyin’ to
regarded his
man kep a lager beer saloon, and could interrogatorwith a look of mingled
you, an' that’s sumthin’ I never do. I
igled rpity and
have no object in stating what was not contempt as he answered: "In? Well I
can cheat at keerds, drink whisky or
should say so. Lake Shore stock was 98 three
strictly thus.
chaw poor terbacker, but I can’t lie.”
weeks ago and now it’s 112. He’s in about
I believed him to the full extent of my
“Then there used to be lots of ’em?”
1500,000if he’s iu & cent"— ItrooklynEagle.
ability.
I
never
drank
but
three
glasses
inquiredthe passenger.
As any man may be compelled to eat
“I’m 'most afraid to tell ye, mister, of lager in my life, and that made my head
but I’ve counted 1,100 allygators to the ontwist as though it was hung on the his words, he should never indulge in
mile from Vicksburg cl’ar down to New end of a string, but I was told it was bitter speeches.
Orleans. That was years ago, afore a owing to my bile being out of place; aud
, THE WEAKEIt SEX
I thot it was so, for I never biled over
shot was ever fired at ’em.”
“Well, I don’t doubt it,” replied the wus than I did when I got home that are immensely strengthenedby the use of Dr.
nite. My wife thot I wus going to die, H. V. Pierce’s " Favorite Prescription,’’which
stranger.
cures all female derangements and gives tone
an
I wus afraid I shouldn’t, for it seemed, to the system. Bold by druggists.
“Atd I’ve counted 8,459 of ’em on one
sand-bar,” continued the pilot. “It as-though everythingI had ever eaten
in my life was coming to the surface;
The late benevolent David Dale, who was a
looks big to tell, but a government surveyor was aboard, and he checked ’em and I believe that if my wife hadn’t man of short stature, on entering his countinghouse one frosty morning, complained of the
pulled my butes off just as she did they
ofT as I called out. ”
state of the streets,and mentioned that he had
would
hav
cum
thundering
up,
too.
“I haven’t the^east doubt of it,” said
"fallen
his length.” "And what of that,
0, how sick I wuz! Fourteen years sir?” remarked an old bookkeeper."I'm sure
the passenger, as he heaved a sigh.
a gentleman o’ your height coulduafa’ ony great
“I’m glad o’ that, stranger. Some ago, and I can taste it now!
length.”
I never bed so much experience in so
fellers would think I was a liar, when
I’m tellin’ the solemn truth. This used short a time!
Young and middle-agedmen. suffering from
nervous debilityand kindredaffections,as loss
If any man shud tell me that lager
to be a paradise for alligators, and they
were so thick that the wheels of the boat beer waa not intoxicating,I shud believe of memory and hypochondria, should inclose
three stamps for Part VIL of World’s Dispensakilled an average of * forty-nine to the him; but if he shud tell me that I wasn't ry Dime Beries of pamphlets. Address Woiu.n’c
drunk that nite, but that my stummick Dispensary Medical Association,Buffalo, N.Y.
mile.”
was out of order, I shud ask him to state
“Is that so?”
An Irish girl who had applied for a position
“True as Gospel, mister! I used to in a few words, just how a mau felt and
in which she was requiredto do general
gem
houseacted
when
he
was
set
up.
almost feel sorry for the cussed brutes,
work was ju<ked by the mistress if she ever
If I wasn’t drunk that nite I bed sum
’cause they’d cry out e’en most like a
made fires. " Bhure, that’s a sthrangoquestion
human being. We killed lots of ’em, as of the most natural simtums that a mau for a marriedwomau to ho axin' me," respondever had and kept sober.
ed Bridget."Begorrah. mum, I niver did make
I said, and we hurt a pile more. I sailed
In the first place it was about eighty fires, hut I’ve no objection to bo afther t’achiu’
with one captain who alius carried one
yer husband.”— ArooM/n Eagle.
thousand bottles of liniment to throw rods frum where I drunk the beer tu mi
house, and I wuz just tow hours on the
over the wounded ones!”
AVIiiU W'c Do Not I.iko to See.
road, aud a hole busted through each
“He did?”
A man who knows so much you cannot tell
“True as you live he did. I don’t one of mi pantaloon neeze, and I didn't him anything.
hav any hat, and tried to open the door
’spect I’ll ever see another such a kind,
A yellow saffron-colored skin, when Burdock
by the bell-pull,and hiccuped dreadfulChristian man. And the alligators got
Blood
litters is guaranteed to restore the comly, and saw everythingin the room tryto know the Nancy Jane, and to know
plexion.
Capt. Tom, and they’d swim cut and ing to get round on the back side of me,
One man occupying a section in a railway
rub their tails agin the boat, and purr and sitting down on a chair, I did not
wait long enough for it to get exactly car, and his valise and grip-sack half another,
like cats, and try to smile!”
under me when I wuz going round, and while modest people are squeezed in and
Thev would?”
“yolemn truth, r.tranger. And once, I set down a little too soon and missed packed away sardine style.
A live business man who is oftener incapaciwhen we grounded on a bar, with an the chair about twelve inches, and could
oppositionboat right behind, the alli- not get up soon enuff to take the next tab-d from businesson account of dyspepsia,
gators gathered around her, got under one that cum along; and that ain’t awl, when Burdock Blood Bitters is guaranteed to
my wife sed I wuz as drunk as a beest, cure the worst case of this insidiousmanher stern, and jumped her clean over the
bar by a grand push! It looks like a big and as I sed before I begun to spin up
things freely.
story, but I never told a lie yet, and I
The man in the si reel -car who siti and wads
If lagar beer is not intoxicating it
never shall; I wouldn’t lie for ail the
for some other lellow to get up and give a lady
money you could put abroad this boat?” nsed me most almighty mean, that I the seat.
There was a painful pause, and after a know.
A person who is always complainingof
Still I hardly think that lager beer iz
while the pilot continued:
bilious atlacksand sick headaches, when the
“Our ingines gin out once, but a intoxicating, for I hav ben told so, and trouble can so easily be cured by using Burdock
crowd of alligatorstook a tow-line and I am probly the only man who ever Blood Bitters.
A niminy priminy Lah-di dah-di cigarettohauled us forty-fivemiles up stream to drunk enny when his liver was not
smoking s|K.cuuen of Miss Nancy, who parts his
plumb.
Vicksburg.”
hair in the center aud tries to pass for a uico
I don’t want to say anything against
“They did?”
Vuimg man.
“And when the news got along the a harmless temperance beverage, but if
A person that we like, but whom wo would
river that Captain Tom was dead, every ever I driuk enny more it will bo with like much better if ho did not come so close on
account of his disagreeable, foul breath, and
alligatoron the river daubed his left ear my hands tied behind me and my mouth
who won’t take Burdock Blood Bitters to purify
pried
open.
with mud as a badge of mournin’, and
I don’t think lager beer is intoxicatlots of ’em pined and died. ”
A person who will succeedin provingto every
The passenger left the pilot house ing, but if I remember rite, I think bidy in the land they look perfectly hideous in
with the remark that he didn’t doubt it tasted to me like a glass of soap suds head-gearof huge proportions ; es; ecially at
a theater.
the statement, and the cld man gave that a pickle bed beu put tew soke in.
The man who reads this, and who fails to
the wheel a turn and replied:
prescribeBurdock Blood Bittersto his wife,
A Word to Thinker*.
“Thar’s one thing I won’t do for love
who is a martyr to sick headaches.
The perfoction of a strengtheningmedicine
nor money, and that’s make a liar of
Thf. girl who singH to an admiring company
in its leaving no unpleasant afterefmyself. I was brung up by a good couHibts
fects. Whisky, ale, beer and other alcoholic in the parlor, "You must wake and call mo
mother, and I’ll stick to the truth if this beveragesexcite the brain and blood vessels to early, call me early, mother dear," ia the same
boat don’t make a cent!”
unnatural activity,and. while the whirlpool of creature who expecta her mother to make the
heavily,

Corns! Coras!
Tender corns, painful corns, soft corns,
feeding corns, hard corns, corns of
all kinds and of all sizes are alike removed in a few davs by the use of Putham’s Painless Corn Extractor. Never fails

I•
HU QUO
,

scalding sensations were easily removed by your
Safe Kidney and Liver Cure.
HjlNry Sanders.

. R

Iff*

III

iRullX

I

"Children,” said a Boston school-examiner,
after hearing some essays read, "von should
never use a -reposition to end a sentence with."
"Isn’t * with ’ a preposition?”asked the girl
whoso compositiongave rise to the correction.

ci,vIn*,1t1I1/,ol‘ti''ul i:'ld:1S^ce free from purtixan coloring tr
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Decline of ftlan.
Nervona Weakness, Dyspepsia. Impotence,
Sexual Debility,cured by “Weils Health Itenewer." fl. Druggists. Send for pamphlet

1

1

W

J-ZFi rl" r.

in
8KiS

W

TdH

BON, A'ubliaUer, 123 Fifth AxV«.ue,ChJ«Vo.111.

*

toE. 8. Wells, Jersey Citv, N. J.

They don't have raing out

WoeL

A cloud

E8PO8IZIONE MU8ICALE IN MILANO.

just saunters up and examines a town, and then
colkpses right over it. Nobody escapes bit
tho newspaper-reportersaud the book-agents.

Botto

U Patroeinio di

H.

M.

la

Regina,

Palazzo Del R. Conservatorlo.

How often persons have l>een annoved by
burrs clinging to their dress or clothing,and
how seldom have they, when cleaning them,
given it a thought that Burdock root is tho most
valuable blood cleanser aud punfier known, aud
is sold by every druggist under the name of
Bftrdock Blood Bitters. Price fLOO.

AT THE BREAT ITALIAN MUSICAL EXP0SIT10I,
^,l“’~w,,T0^.b.ITth*.^08I.?3F.TR40RDI1JART
OOLLBOTION OF MUUOAL
INSTRUMENTS,old and
saw, ayac broogbt togathar ; follj IlloatraUngtha great program wbleb has bam am4*

and Amsileaa,

THE GRAND 8ILVER MEDAL,

Thf. Aldermen of Philadelphiahave forbidden the appearanceof monkeyg in tho streets
of that city. In passing such an ordinHiice.did
the Aldermen consider tho questionof aelf-

abuegation?

Balnc the onl/ hlgbaataward la this daparimaat, was eonfarredapon tha

EiirZT

MASON & HAMLIN 0R6ANS.

For dyspepsia, indigestion,depression of spirand general debility,in their various forms;
arere valaa this extraordinary
distinction tbs more hi ____
also as a preventive against fever aud ague and
INTERNATIONAL MUSICAL INDUSTRIAL
GOJ
Kr
d
a oountry
other intermittent fevers,the " Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya," made by Caswell, Hazard 4 Co., New York, and sold by
all druggists,
byall
drugt
is the best tonic ; and for patientsrecovering
IMn,r
NWS latrodvred Impnmmm* at
llwiril VblTlbiV I
greater taIm thaa te an/ similarpariod aiooa tha latroduotkmof lha
from fever or other sickness it has no equal
Organ by them, twenty yasn alnoa.
from lhair factories daily, sarpaaslngtn capacity and
ELEGANT STYLES anythingreoairad
which has before been produced,and o*rta(nly worthy to be ranked
.Esthetic wife (Robbing) -Dearest, Pll see
that your grave isi kept green— but not one of
thoBe horrid bright green*. A nice olive-gray
green, with an old bronzed tombstone,will look
too awfully lovely for auvthing.
its

n

uVr^AL^temoNm

wv

IMPROVEMENTS
O.

Tbourands of infants and children die at
this season of the year from Cooiera Infantum
or summer complaint. This fearful dimse can
be cured by Dr. Winchell’sTeething Syrup,

^

EASY PAYMENTS. Thm”'
0fr^
^ ,oU
para tor
an Orgaa.
A

^

01

.

pvn>*au, or will be rented

NEW ILIUSTRITED CmLOGUE,

with net bkick-usts and circular*,will lb rent free to any one desiring them. Cermlnly»* me thmld hag *r ami
a*g Organ aithoul hawing teen thetecircular,, which contain «,uW, u.,/J informationabout Organ*.

MASON A HAMLIN ORGAN AND PIANO

which never fails to give immediate relief,'even
in the most severe cases. Bold
all Druggists.
Druggi
Id by ail
1U Trmmami Btewat. BOSTON <1 Bate 'Oh Btrate(Dates Sa.}.

________

________

BBW YOU

;

CO.,

1« Wateah Area

Weakness of

and

the Joints

HALL’S

muscles,

imparity of the blood, urinary catarrh, and
other disordered organic functions, per-

manently cured by using Brown’s Iron
Bitters. It strengthens the affected parts,

new

infuses

new

life,

flatarrh (jure

health, and new

SPRINSsuIfiloilllNli

vigor into the whole general system, and

makes

life seem well

worth living.

_

Women

This ipaoe is reserved for tke
Christian Temperance Union*

m. &

$100

EEWA&D h?L8T0Ag0BfSI
tell It with a positive
It will cure any
forfeit the above amount

We manufMture and

guarantee that

%im.

I.

Recommended by Physicians!

Is

case* and

we will

Boys’ and

UiH.unVKein4lo1MunSl?Vmed7,u
What was

in

bot-

a

tle of liquor In a case of suspected poison-

my

I took it into

laboratory applied

the chemical test that science had

developed

_

St

carbon, hydrogen, and oxygeu. No,

there was no poison there, such as had

Children of 4 years up to suits for full grown Men.

dutreulDg disease, ask your Drugfist for it, and
aocarr no imitation ob substitute. If ho
has not got It, tend to ns and we will forward
Immediately.Price, 75 cents per bottle.
F.i. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo. Ohio.
Sold by Schonten& Schepors, Holland.

and found only the usual componeut parts
of

NOW

MAN

fcHO IS UNACQUAINTED WITH THE

QEOOHAPMV Of THIS COUNT*Y WILL SEE BY IXAMININOTHIS MAP THAT THt

A

Etc. Boots and Shoes

human brain, said to me:
thou most blind and inexpert
chemist, most ignorant of what thou art
busy with the

“Oh

thy scientificknowledge

is

Over GOO acres of

Seest thou no poison

so little avail?

there? Look again; regard not the

evi-

160 acres,

dence of the alembic and the retort, but
take

and

of all

human

saw

man who wants

for a

experi-

its

moments, and soon

in great variety.

on the bottom,
murder were gathering

also a farm of

good farm here

HOLLAND,

I

color change, and

the red drops of

a

Circles,

a chance.

is

HARRINGTON,

J.

ence, then tell me what thou seest.”
I looked for a few

Gossamere

first-class timbered' land for sale ;

into the laboratory of thy recollec-

it

tions of the past

TJndersold.

L>e

lull line of Dress Goods, Ladies’

for a few minutes, when.imagination,
ever

of

THE TIME FOR BARGAINS,

IS

"We -won't

was as the manufacthe label of the bottle,
“pure liquor.” My little chemical skill
failed to detect any unusual ingredients.
I sat looking at the suspected compound
been suspected. It

turer stated on

most assured,

Suits for

a Bottle.

1 was ouce called upon to analyze

ing.

SUMMER SUITS.

Young Men’s

IMUCIL

there; I looked again, and from its liquid
depth the ghastly face of suicide looked

TO

forth at me, with the glazed eye and livid

CBICAGO, ROCK ISLAND

featuresof the dead. Again I looked, and

Calls the attentionof travelersto the central position of its Itne, connecting the East and the West

&

TleGreat EnropeaiEemfij-Dr.J.

by the shortest route, and carrying paasengers.
pale haggard want, lamiue and wretched- without change of cars, betweenChicago and Kansas City, Council Bluffs, Leavenworth,Atchison,
Minneapolis and 8t. Paul. It connects in Union
ness were floating like motes in the sunDepots with all the principal lines of road between
Atlantic and tno Pacific Oceana. Its equipbeam in its sparkling contents. And the
ment is unrivaledand magnificent,being composed
Most Comfortable and Beautiful Day Coaches,
there I saw the mother’s grief, the of
Magnificent Horton RecliningChair Cars. Pullman’s Prettiest Palace Sleeping Cars, and the Best
wife’s agony, and the tears of the drunkLine of Dining Cars in the World. Three Trains
between Chicago and Missouri River Points.-Two
ard’s children; saw the ruined hopes of
Trains between Chicago and Minneapolisand St.
a wicked life

and the record of

Paul, via

sin and

ciirae. The very bubbles that sparkle on
its

From

li

Leaves

from

recently
Norfolk,Newport News, Chattanooga. Atlanta,Augusta. Nashville.Louisville,
Lexington. Cincinnati,
Indianapolisand Lafayette,and Omaha, Minneapolis and St. Paul and intermediate points.
All Through 1 tusengers Travel on Fast Express

the

Diary of an Old Lawyer."

M. A.

Mu.

Ticketsfor sale at all principal Ticket Offices in
the United States and Canada.
Baggage checked through and rates of fare always as low as competitors that otter leas advan-

Whiteley, Toledo, Ohio,

writes: "After trying all advertised mednervous weakness and early de-

icines for

cay, I gave

up in deapair,and

maiure grave. Happening

ers of

to hear a

Specific Melicine.
It Is a

detailedinformation.gotthe Maps and Foldthe

At

SUCCESSOR TO

positive cure for Si)ermatorrha*a,Scniinnl

Weakness. Impotcncy,and all diseases resulting
Anxiety, Loss ol Memfrom Self-Abuse, ns Mental
Me
ory. Pains in
Puck or Side
and diseases
that lead to

AFTER

BEFOIIE.

M. Huizenga & Go.
EIGHTH STREET.

Consumpt’n

an

early
grave. The
We

SpeciflcMedi
cine is being

used with

for

them and

get full particulars.
Price. Specific,?1 pbr package,or six packages
for $5. Addressall orders to
J. B. SIMPsuN MEDICINE CO..
Buffalo.

Sold in Holland by D. It.

Meenos.

GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS,

N.Y.

Notions, Hosiery, Woolen Yarns,

51-ly.

M*

CABLE,
M's'r.

drug-

PRINCIPAL* LINE
1

And

CHICAGO.

gist

most agreeably surprised to

sas.

I feel sure the

-

lultraan, Killer

AKStOKT,

aged 02 and her adopted son.

23. Her

&

Go.

O

is also

all

A

JsQ FEEQ,

kept constantly on hand.

The highestprices Is paid
superturfur Albert
and other Countryproduce.

Minneapolis and St. Paul.
Nationally reputed as
being the Greit

for

butter and tggs

and see our New Goods.

classes of travel.

KANSAS CITY

husband had on his
the match, as a means

first

death bed advised

has no

C3-

L C V(R

F

^<55JfV^JhroughCtrCall

MANtTfAcrrmEns
aged

A.

to

Universal

ly conceded
bo the best equipped
Railroad In the World for

Etc., Etc., which we offer for Mile at verv low
prices. Our motto is: “Quick .Sales and bn: 11
Profits.”
Our>tock of CROCKERY is large and complete,
and onr stock of GROCERIESis constantly being
replenished, kept fresh and full.

veston,

C

fy^iiilH Route

cure is permanent,

— —
A mabriage at Cobh, Wis., was between

widow

son, Dallas, Gal-

New Mexico, Arizona,

CJ I3C I

carefully the laws of health.”

a

Atchison.Topeka, Deni.

find myself re-

yet in future I intend to observe more
—

all

SHOUTEST, QUICKEST and
.BEST line to St. Joseph,

tana ami Texas.

stored to perfect health, strength and man-

hood.

lie

points In Iowa,
Nebraska,M Isso u rl

recommend Brown’s Iron Bitters for
dizziness,I got myself a bottle. I am

have added a complete slock of

DRY GOODS,

____

wonderfulsuccess.
Pampheltssent free to all. Write

your nearest Ticket Office, or address
E. ST. J JHN,
Vice-Frct.k Oeu'l
Oen'l Tku A Pan. Aju

f*.R.

WYNHOFF

B.

Sipsoa’s

GREAT ROCK 'BLAND ROUTE,

resigned

myself to the seemingly inevitable— a pre-

Line, vifc Seneca and Kankab ’tn opened between Richmond.

kee, has

B.

Insanity and

LEA ROUTE.”

A New and Direct

surface were full of human sorrow,

disease and woe.—

the Famcus

. “ALBERT

NERVOCSSDFFERERS.:

PACIFIC R'Y

Mr. II. Wg-kmnn will remain in lie
store ns lieretolore.
B.

Holland. Sept. 22.

WYNHOFF.

18*1

.

33-0m.

of preventing the raisine of certain legal
questions regarding his estate.

H.

Too Fastidious.

Some would-be Byrons look on with

WYKHUYSEN

dis-

-dealer in-

gust
At the rhymes of Eclectric Oil {'poet;”
But we have the best article known

to the

BROWN’S IRON BITTERS are
a certain cure for all diseases

world,

And

intend that all persons shall know

It cures coughs, colds,

it.

asthma and catarrh,

Bronchitis and complaintsof that kind;
It does uot cost
it

much, though rheumatics

cures.

’Tis'hestOil in the world 3Tou can find.

Conundrum.
judiciously used, Burdock Blood
Life's a

\Yhen

Bitters are in

themselvesa remedy for

all

the evils arising from impuritiesof the

make

blood, which never fall to
patientloug-lived and

happy.

the

Price $1.00.

requiring a complete tonic; especially Indigestion,Dyspepsia, Intermittent Fevers, Want of Appetite,
Loss of Strength, Lack of Energy,
etc. Enriches the blood, strengthens the muscles, and gives new
life to the nerves. Acts like a
charm on the digestive organs,
removing all dyspeptic symptoms,
such as tasting the food, Belching,
Heat in the Stomach, Hcartbnrn,

etc. The only Iron Preparation
that will not blacken the teeth or
give headache. Sold by all Drug-

When

night and day. annoying everybody around
you,

and hoping it will go away

own

accord, you are running a dangerous

of its

List,

address

AULTMAN, MILLER &

Dr. Thomas’

Oil, an unfailing

remedy

I3. ~SA7mllms9

and never

in all such cases.

PARKER’S HAIR BALSAM.
The ne*t, Cleanest and
most EconomicalHair

J.

BOOT

& KRAMER

• Offers his superior made wagons Just as cheap
as anybody sells them in Zeeland, and claims that
they are a

Betterwagon in every way

can now, though 61 years of age, do

Restored.

youthful color and lustre by the use of

Parker’s Hair Balsam, an elegant dressing
for its purity

and rich perfume.

Experience the Best Guide.
The reason why women everywhere use
Parker’s Ginger Tonic is, because they

have learned by experience—the

best

comes despondency, periodical headache,
indigestion,pain in the hack and kidneys,

Journal.

sex.—

Baton

__

air. 50c and
iggists.

Home

Provisions.

grey
lures at

$

FlorestcB Colofflie.
A n,w i«»0 ticwdinrlT fragrant »»J Ivling jwrfuiu,,
Fnc, !5 uul Uc.

PARKER'S

GINGERTONIC
If you are a mechanic or farmer, worn out with
overwork,or a mother run down bv family or houiehold duties try Paricek's Ginger Ionic.
If you are a lawyer,ministeror businessman exhaustedby mental strain or anxious cares do not
uke intoxicatingstimulants,but use Parkis’s
Ginger Tonic.
If you have Dyspepsia. Rheumatism,
Kidney or
Urinary Complaints,or if you are troubled with any
disorder of the lungs, stomach Iwwcis. blood or nenres
you can be cured by Parker’s ginger 1 onic.

If von are wilting away from age, dissipation or
weak new's mi require a stimulant take
Ginghe Tonic at once: it will invigorateand build
you up from the first dose lint will never intoxicate.
It has saved hundred, of lives it may save yours.
HJSCOX Jt CO.. 113 WilliamSt, N*w York. Me. Mi
«M dollar .bos, U ail doaion in iMdieiMh
GREAT SAVING BUYING DOLLAR SIZE.

any disease or

guide— that this excellent medicine over-

and other trouoles of the

Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry,

etc., etc.

I keep a fullline of Spectacles, which are the
best lu the market.

Prompt attention given

Gall

the youthful color to

A Part Family Mididii that Never Intoxicates.

Faded or gray hair gradually recovers

admired

rails io

a fair

and reasonable day’s work. Price $1.00.

Groceries and

to repairing.

and Examine.
Uo trouble to show goods.

'

imr

fully recovered.

I would he completely prostratedfor
days. After using two bottles of your
Burdock Blood Bitters the Improvement
was so visible that I was astonished. I

its

FLIEMAN

Dressing.

My digestive organs were weakened, and

Fadtd Colon

%

Agent for Holland and vicinity.

Eclectric

About four years ago I had an attack of

bilious fever,

the chance

Our popular wagon manufacturer

— w

Visible Improvement.
Mr. Noah Bates, Elmira, N. Y., writes:
“

is

for Farmers.

CO.,

-Dealers In-

risk— better use

Gen. Fan.

AEBOK.O.

Md.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
81

Pru'l A Gen'l

Uow

iSWmos

8m th»t *11 Iron Bittenwe mvio by Bnown Chihicu.
Co. and hare crowd rod line, and trade tnwk on « rapper.

POTTER.
PERCEVAL LOWELL,
Manager,
Agt*
Chirnffo. il. Chicago, 11L

For Descriptive Catalogue and Prict

CO.

Baltimore,

J

1

gists at $1.00 a bottle.

BROWN CHEMICAL
Small Comfort.
you are continuallycoughing

T.

Id lice

Also Keeps on hand a line of

Watches and
li

In addition to our complete stock of
Groceries, Tobaccos and Cigars we jhave
added

For which we

We

A.N3D

solicit a share of the'trade.

customers to the best. of
our ability, nnd by prompt attention and
fair treatment endeavor to merit our
share of the patronage of the people of
this city and vicinity.
will serve all

GIVE ME A CALL.

FOR

Open and Top

Dry Goods

Buggies,

Holland, Mich., July

And a nice assortment of Cutlers lor Farmers
and Tradesmen are on the way coming.

ALSO AGENT

WORKS.
FLIEMAN,

s

bring your

Butter and Eggs.
BOOT & KRAMER.
Holland. Mich. May,4tb,

1682

13-tf.

WYKHUYSEN.

1882.

1»1

*4.

A Cure Guaranteed.

J.

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treatment : a
Holland Mich specific
14-tf
for Hysteria. Dizziness. Convulsions. Nervous Headache,Mental Depression. Loss of Memory. Spermatorrhoia.Impotency.Involuntary
Emissions.PrematureOld Age. caused by over-exertiunj-elfabuse, or over-indulgence, wh ch leads
10 ralswy, decoy ana death. One box w ill cure reWEwillpav the above reward for any case of cent cases. Each box contains one month s treatLiver Complaint. Dyspepsia,Sick Headache,Indi- ment. One dollar a box. six boxes for five dollars;
gestion. Constipationor Uostlvcncsswe cannot sent
mail prepaid on receipt of pnee.
rnre with West's Vegetable Liver Pitta, when the We guarantee six ooxes tc cure any case. \Mth
directions s'e strictly compiled with. They are each order received by ns for six boxes, nenmpurely Vegetable, anil never fail to give satl-rar- panled with five dollars, we will aend Ibe purtlon. Sugar Coated. Large boxes, containing 30 chaser our written gnarontce to re’.urnthe money
Pills,23 cents. For sale by all Druggists.Be- I if the treatmentdoes not effect a cure, buaranware
of connterleita
_______
- .............and Imitations.1 be genninc
w.i «d only when the treatmentIs ordered
manufacturedonly by JOHN C. WEST & CO., direct from us. AddressJOHN C. WE&T&CO.,
“The Pill Makers” 181 & 183 W. Madison St. | s„|e proprietors.181 & 183 W. Madison St.. CbicaChlcago. Free trial package sent by mall
(, jjj spid bv D. B. Wicugs.Holland, Mich.8.i-ly
33 ly
paid on receiptol a 3 cent stamp.

by

Lamer

H.
20,

NeFYOUS Debility:

BATH PLATFORM SPRING WAGON

$500 REWARD.

GIVE US A CALL.

Clocks,

sold below Gland Rapids prices.

I

pie

